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SUMMARY – RESUMEN 
Este trabajo está basado en la colaboración en un proyecto a nivel internacional relacionado con 

la robótica teleoperada en entornos nucleares. El proyecto en sí se denomina DONES (DEMO 

Oriented Neutron Source) y trata de diseñar una central de bajo coste, basada en el proyecto 

IFMIF (International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility), que consiste en producir neutrones 

que tengan energía parecida a la que necesitarán las plantas de fusión nuclear, para estudiar el 

comportamiento de materiales que serán irradiados. El problema actualmente reside en que 

desafortunadamente, el diseño de reactores de fusión nuclear tales como ITER o DEMO 

(DEMOnstration Power Station) es incompleto, especialmente por la falta de datos sobre 

materiales estructurales que puedan servir para la construcción de las mismas. Atendiendo a 

estos problemas, el objetivo de DONES es doble: 

1. Generación de datos sobre materiales irradiados para la planta DEMO. 

2. Generación de una base de datos donde comparar la respuesta a radiación de diferentes 

materiales trabajando mano a mano con material informático. 

A partir de aquí, el documento se centra en el análisis del equipo de manipulación remota de la 

planta DONES. En primer lugar, una comparación entre diferentes operaciones de 

manipulación remota realizadas en diferentes instalaciones nucleares es llevada a cabo con el 

objetivo de tener una primera aproximación sobre el nivel de desarrollo de la telerobótica en 

este campo. 

La segunda parte del documento se basa en la definición y aplicación de una nueva metodología 

para la manipulación remota que ha sido realizada dentro del grupo de Investigación de Robots 

y Máquinas Inteligentes de la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, dirigido por Manuel Ferre, 

donde este trabajo está siendo desarrollado. Dicha metodología trata de implementar una serie 

de pasos a través de los cuales se llega al diseño y elección del equipo robótico más adecuado 

para el caso estudiado. La metodología es aplicada sobre una parte concreta dentro del proyecto 

DONES, y tratará de mostrar puntos débiles en el actual diseño de la planta con el objetivo de 

mejorarlos y avanzar en el proyecto. 

 

OPERACIONES DE CONTROL REMOTO 
El capítulo trata de mostrar diferentes operaciones que son realizas dentro de instalaciones del 

tipo nuclear a través de equipos a control remoto, ya sea de manera autónoma o manual 

(teleoperada). Descripción detallada de los equipos aquí mostrados es realizada en 

correspondientes anexos. 
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METODOLOGÍA PARA LA MANIPULACIÓN REMOTA 
Esta sección ofrece una metodología para el diseño de procedimientos de manipulación remota 

introduciendo diferentes consejos para optimizar la operación del robot. Información de 

diferentes fuentes ha sido recopilada para la realización de esta metodología, la cual consta de 

tres bloques principales. Cada bloque está centrado en un campo de diseño diferente: 

Descripción del equipamiento, análisis de las primitivas de manipulación y selección del robot 

y control.  

La operación que va a ser estudiada corresponde al reemplazamiento del módulo de testeo 

(HFTM) donde el material que quiere ser estudiado es irradiado. Para ello es necesario abrir la 

celda de testeo (Test Cell, TC) mediante equipamiento telerrobótico ya que el acceso humano 

 
DONES IFMIF ITER 

Transporte de 

elementos Pesados 

Grúa Puente Pesada de hasta 

120 ton 

Grúa Pórtico de hasta 

40 toneladas 

Contenedor de 

transporte sobre 

cama de aire 
 

Carro sobre railes 
  

 
Sistema de pistones 

  

Transporte de 

elementos Ligeros 

Grúa Puente Ligera Grúas Pluma o Torre 
 

 
Anclaje Secundario en grúa 

principal 

  

Despliegue del 

equipo a la zona de 

trabajo 

Mástil acoplado a grúa puente 
 

Brazo Robótico 

sobre Rail 

Circular  
Unidad Lineal sobre Railes 

  

 
Brazo mecanizado sobre Rail 

Superior 

  

Labores de 

Manipulación 

Precisas (Cortar, 

Soldar, Coger, 

fresar, atornillar...) 

Servo-manipulador con reflexión de fuerzas controlado remotamente por 

operario con sistema maestro-esclavo 

Visión e Inspección Sistema de cámaras 

comerciales con iluminación 

incluida incorporadas a los 

propios sistemas robóticos 

Sistema de Cámaras 

con cubiertas 

periscópicas 

 

Table 1 - Summary of operations performed by remote handling equipment 
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no está permitido debido al nivel de radiación remanente en la zona tras el apagado de la planta. 

Un pequeño resumen de la aplicación de la metodología es mostrada a continuación. 

1. Descripción del equipamiento 
En este apartado se trata de describir el equipamiento que va a ser manipulado remotamente. 

Así mismo se intentará optimizar lo máximo posible los interfaces (puntos de contacto entre 

componentes y/o entre componente y herramienta) así como definir las herramientas que serán 

necesarias para realizar las operaciones. 

a. Descripción del sistema que va a ser manipulado: Definición de 

todas las partes e interfaces 
En el caso de la TC, una descripción completa de los componentes así como una primera 

aproximación a las interfaces necesarias se ha realizado: 
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0 Robotic Tool 1 9 9 - 

0 Surrounding Shielding Plug 1 7 0 - 

1 Test Cell Cover Plate         

   1.1 Bolt 4 3 1 Steel 

   1.2 Crane gripper 1 2 1 Steel 

   1.3 TCCP cover 1 4 0 Concrete 

   1.4 Sealing Gasket 1 3 1 - 

2 Upper Shielding Plug         

   2.1 Crane gripper 1 2 1 Steel 

   2.2 USP cover 1 2 0 Concr./st. 

3 Lowe shielding plug         

   3.1 Cooling pipe connection 1 3 1 Metal 

   3.2 Crane gripper 1 2 1 Steel 

   3.3 LSP cover 1 3 0 Concr./st. 

4 HFTM         

   4.1 Cooling pipe connection 1 2 1 Metal 

   4.2 HFTM positioning system 3 3 1 Metal 

   4.3 HFTM wheel system (...) 3 2 Metal 

   4.4 HFTM (...) 3 2 - 
Table 2 - Design for assembly analysis worksheet 

Geometría, materiales, posiciones, interfaces… son los puntos clave del apartado. Así 

mismo la aplicación de guías para la definición de interfaces fáciles de ensamblar y 

manipular es necesaria. Algunos ejemplos se muestran a continuación: 
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Figure 1 – 1: Espigas que restringen grados de libertad a la hora de posicionar elementos, 

como pueden ser tapas, conectores eléctricos, etc….  

2: Sistema de desconexión rápida de tuberías para ser manipulado remotamente  

3: Tornillos con auto retención para facilitar su manipulación remota 

4: Sistema de anclado para cargas pesadas con auto alineación 

5: Sistema de anclado para cargas ligeras con auto alineación. 

1 

2 

5 

4 3 
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b. Definición de un primer nivel de las operaciones de manipulación 

(sin herramientas) identificando puntos de contacto y tolerancias. 
Es aquí donde la secuencia que se va a realizar tiene que ser definida paso a paso con el 

objetivo de encontrar puntos  donde nuevas interfaces tienen que ser definidas o donde 

componentes auxiliares tienen que ser modificados o diseñados. En el ejemplo abordado 

la secuencia completa ha sido estudiada haciendo énfasis en componentes auxiliares 

necesarios y nuevas interfaces o incongruencias encontradas. La secuencia al completo 

se muestra a continuación: 

 

 

 
 

c. Selección de las herramientas dependiendo de las interfaces 

estudiadas y del espacio de trabajo disponible 
Un amplio número de herramientas suele ser utilizado en labores de tele manipulación. 

Es ahora el momento de seleccionar dichas herramientas atendiendo a las restricciones 

anteriormente especificadas.  

Atendiendo a las diferentes tareas que se necesitan para la planta DONES se han 

diseñado diferentes herramientas que responden a demandas de transportar elementos 

pesados, atornillar, transportar y limpiar capas selladoras o extraer módulos delicados. 

Task Subtask 

Unbolt TCCP Unbolt 

Store bolt? 

Remove TCCP Grasp TCCP 

Lift TCCP 

Transport TCCP to storage Position  

Release TCCP in the position 

Remove and 
Clean Sealing 
Gasket   

Remove USP Grasp USP 

LIFT USP 

Transport USP to storage Position  

Release USP in the position 

Remove USP Disconnect the pipe 

Extract and store the pipe 

Remove LSP Grasp LSP 

LIFT LSP 

Transport LSP to storage Position  

Release LSP in the position 

Task SubTask 

Disconnection and removal of 
TMIH 

Switch off the HFTM 
cooling system 

Disconnect  He pipes from 
Test Cell 

Remove TMIH 

Storage TMIH 

Unbolt HFTM from Test Cell   

Place HFTM support Structure   

Extract HFTM with the help of 
the Wheel System 

Pick Up HFTM by the 
Wheel System 

Lift and transport HFTM to 
storage position 

Release HFTM 

Put a new HFTM Pick Up the new HFTM by 
the Wheel System 

Lift and transport HFTM to 
Test Cell 

Place HFTM with help of 
supporting structure 

Release HFTM 

Extract HFTM Support 
Structure   

Connect the He pipes   

Table 3 - Summary of a first approximation of a remote handling operation 
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2. Análisis de las primitivas de manipulación 

a. Definición del proceso completo de manipulación remota 
Es en este apartado donde el proceso completo debe ser definido en orden, ya sea 

secuencial o concurrente, incluyendo las herramientas a utilizar y las tareas a realizar.  

Es aquí donde se tiene que revisar la integración de todas las partes dentro del proceso 

y la viabilidad de las interfaces, componentes y herramientas seleccionadas. Un pequeño 

ejemplo a modo de tabla es mostrado a continuación: 

Step Task Possible RHE 

25 Disconnect the He pipes "quick disconnect system" from the 
TMIH 

Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

26 Release the Bolting Tool - Dock TMIH  Tool Robotic Arm 

27 Take and lift TMIH (Electric connections are unplugged 
automatically) 

Robotic Arm + TMIH Tool 

28 Transport TMIH to Storage Position Robotic Arm + TMIH Tool + Trolley 

29 Release TMIH Tool and Dock HFTM Support Structure Tool Robotic arm 

30 Pick up HFTM support structure  Robotic arm + Support Structure Tool 

31 Inserting and setting the temporary  support structure in 
the TC 

Robotic arm + Support Structure Tool 

32 Release HFTM support Structure and dock wheel system 
Tool 

Robotic Arm 

33 Pick up HFTM Wheel System Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

34 Inserting Wheel System in the support structure rails and 
placing it on the HFTM Body  

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

35 Lock HFTM Body: 
- Automatically with the Wheel system tool 
- Release the wheel system tool, dock a bolting tool, lock 
the HFTM's spindle and hook, release bolting tool, dock 
wheel system tool 

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

36 Extraction of the HFTM body through the support structure 
with the wheel system locked 

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

37 Transport HFTM to its storing position Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

Table 4 - Extract of a complete sequency of a operation 

b. Cálculo del espacio de trabajo del robot 
Las primitivas de manipulación realizadas por el robot deben ser definidas en esta 

sección, priorizando la dirección de aproximación más precisa. El estudio de la 

aproximación, el agarre o la fase es necesario. Así mismo, puede ocurrir que a veces no 

exista espacio físico para la manipulación con alguna herramienta. La búsqueda de estos 

problemas y su posible solución es el propósito de este apartado. 

En el caso que nos atañe, los movimientos realizados por la herramienta destornillador, 

la posición compleja de los tornillos, la aproximación hacia los sistemas de conexión de 
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tuberías y el espacio de trabajo de las herramientas son algunos de los factores 

estudiados. 

c. Cálculo de Fuerzas y Momentos 
Durante las operaciones realizadas por el robot, la aplicación de fuerzas es necesaria. El 

peso que se necesita levantar, el par aplicado a tornillos, la fuerza de agarre, la presión 

ejercida, la profundidad de soldado y cualquier otro factor medible es sujeto de estudio 

en este apartado. La información anterior por supuesto depende de toda la secuencia de 

trabajo explicada anteriormente y será un factor clave para la selección adecuada del 

robot y sus características. 

Se han realizado cálculos sobre el peso máximo que las herramientas de transporte 

deben soportar, incluyendo cargas dinámicas y fuerzas de impacto. Así mismo se han 

definido valores máximos para la fuerza de agarre y para el par de la herramienta 

atornillador. Otros valores, como la carga de muelles, la contrapresión de la cubierta, 

etc… han sido definidos. 

3. Selección del Robot y el Control 
Es en esta sección donde todas las características anteriores toman forma y determinan la 

selección del equipo robótico necesario. Más de una alternativa puede ser planteada en esta 

sección. Así mismo la realización de simulaciones es un paso importante para corroborar las 

elecciones tomadas y buscar posibles fallos en el funcionamiento. 

a. Selección del Robot y la Plataforma móvil 
El propósito de la sección es sencillo y responde al título: seleccionar el mejor conjunto 

robótico que cumpla las características y requerimientos pedidos. El conjunto elegido 

para el ejemplo es el siguiente: 

 Gran Grua puente para el desplazamiento de cargas pesadas. Se trata de una grúa 

resistente a la radiación, multicuerda, estratégicamente colocada en la parte 

superior de la instalación sobre dos railes, con movimiento en los 3 ejes. Será 

capaz de levantar componentes de haste 120 toneladas y contará con una grúa 

auxiliar de hasta 15 toneladas. Todas las características y especificaciones están 

desarrolladas en el anexo II de este documento. 

 Grua con mástil para el desplazamiento de cargas ligeras así como el acople de 

uno o varios brazos robóticos para la realización de labores de precisión. Se trata 

de otra grúa puente, pero esta vez de mucha menos capacidad (< 3 t.) y con la 

sustitución de las cuerdas por un mástil capaz de ser replegado o retraido. En la 

parte final del mástil un conector universal permite el rápido intercambio entre 

soportes o un sistema de manipulación remota. Este sistema contará con uno o 

dos servomanipuladores con 7 grados de libertad capaces de levantar entre 20 y 

25 kg de carga y que no serán hidráulicos, debido a requisitos nucleares. Así 

mismo un sistema de reflexión de fuerzas será instalado mediante sensores de 

fuerza proporcionando un sistema maestro-esclavo mediante el cual un operario 

podrá controlar el brazo robótico con total naturalidad. Toda la información del 

complejo sistema así como algunas alternativas están descritos en el anexo II. 
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b. Definición del Sistema de Control 
Es aquí donde decisiones como si el sistema será controlado automáticamente, manual, 

semi-manual, teleoperada… tienen que ser tomadas. La necesidad de sensorizar el 

entorno así como la incertidumbre sobre el entorno irradiado promueven el uso de 

sistemas semi-manuales  en el caso de DONES. Así mismo un sistema de realidad 

virtual, detección de colisiones y pre-planteamiento de las labores de mantenimiento 

serán incluidos a tiempo real durante la tele-operación de la planta. 

c. Simulación del procedimiento en entornos virtuales 
Este apartado es probablemente uno de los más importantes dentro de la metodología. 

Algunos de las tareas realizadas por el equipo de manera remota deben ser simulados 

con objeto de buscar posibles puntos de colisión, aproximaciones incorrectas o cualquier 

posible problema. A partir de estas simulaciones se pueden realizar simuladores que 

podrían trabajar a tiempo real, como se ha comentado en el apartado anterior. 

En el caso de este proyecto, se han realizado simulaciones en entornos virtuales 

mediante los softwares CATIA y DELMIA, ambos de la empresa Dassault Systèmes. 

Se ha incorporado el equipamiento previamente definido (grúas, manipuladores, railes, 

herramientas…) al entorno simulado de la instalación DONES. Varias tareas realizadas 

por el equipamiento han sido simuladas satisfactoriamente, mostrando algunos puntos 

débiles del diseño e intentando mejorar los mismos. Pese a que la simulación en este 

tipo de entornos requiere de gran cantidad de tiempo, la utilidad de las mismas para el 

desarrollo del proyecto es un factor clave. Algunos ejemplos de las simulaciones 

realizadas son mostrados a continuación: 

Figure 2 - Remote Handling Equipment designed for DONES facility 
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Figure 3 - Catia Design of AC and RHE 

 

 

Figure 4 - Opening of Test Cell, Delmia Simulation 

CONCLUSIONES 
El documento en sí puede ser percibido como una guía sobre operaciones de manipulación 

remota realizadas en plantas con ambiente nuclear y más concretamente como una guía 

explicativa del equipamiento robótico de DONES y su grado de desarrollo. Así mismo se ha 

introducido una metodología que aspira a ser un documento en el que basarse a la hora de 

diseñar los componentes para la manipulación remota. No solo se ha introducido y explicado la 

metodología, sino que ha sido utilizada en un proceso concreto y real dentro del proyecto 

DONES.  

Tras la aplicación de la metodología se han puesto de manifiesto varios apartados del diseño de 

la instalación que deben ser modificados y estudiados. Así mismo se ha tratado de incluir una 

solución para cada uno de estos problemas. La implementación de simulaciones también ha 

facilitado el descubrimiento de dichos puntos de controversia. Por tanto se puede concluir que 

la metodología presentada junto con un importante esfuerzo en la realización de simulaciones 

puede resultar en el diseño de un sistema completo y sin fisuras para la manipulación remota.  

Algunos de los fallos y soluciones encontrados se muestran a continuación: 
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Componente Problema Posible Solución 

Capa 
Selladora 
  
  

Existencia de protuberancias en la 
tapa superior que interfieren con la 
capa 

Eliminar las protuberancias de la 
tapa o incluir una capa selladora a 

modo de “junta de motor” 

Cómo quitar la capa Herramienta de succión 

Limpiar los restos Herramienta de Limpieza 

TCCP 
  
  

No puede ser almacenada en el 
suelo 

Estructura de Almacenamiento 

Necesidad de alcanzar la cara 
inferior 

Tornillos Sistema de tornillos retenidos 

TCCP/USP/LSP Posicionamiento de las tapas “Dowel” 

HFTM 
  
  
  
  

Conectores eléctricos Solución a través de una parte de 
conexiones reemplazable Conexiones de refrigerante 

Extracción de HFTM no clara Definición de secuencia 

Sistema de anclado del “Wheel 
System” 

Manual o automático 

Cómo bloquear los anclajes del 
HFTM 

Herramienta de atornillar 

Tubos de LSP Posible Colisión con la USP Necesidad de realizar un agujero 
en la segunda tapa 

ACMC Altura del mástil puede ocasionar 
des alineamiento 

Nueva posición de los raíles de la 
grúa 

Sistema 
robótico 
basado en 
carrito 

La conexión de las ruedas con el 
rail necesita de un gran par 

No definido 

Equipamiento 
de la TIR 

Necesidad de diseño de un Nuevo 
equipamiento 

Realización del diseño 

Table 5 - Summary of the Issues inside AC 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Irradiation environment in the future Fusion Power Plants is characterized by the presence of 

14 MeV fusion neutrons in the first wall area. Understanding the degradation of the materials 

and components properties throughout the reactor operational life is a key issue to allow the 

design and subsequent facility licensing by the corresponding safety authorities. Unfortunately, 

the depth understanding of these effects, needed for the engineering design of nuclear fusion 

reactors such as ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) and DEMO 

(DEMOnstration Power Station) is incomplete, especially for structural materials, mainly due 

to the lack of consolidated data base that should be generated by testing in as close as possible 

conditions to fusion environment [1]. 

The main requirement for this neutron source is to produce fusion characteristic neutron 

spectrum with enough intensity to allow accelerated testing, up to a level above the expected 

operational lifetime, with an irradiation volume large enough to allow the characterization of 

the macroscopic properties of the materials of interest required for the engineering design of 

DEMO and the Power Plant. 

A high neutron flux, being correlated with the deuteron current, also demands high availability 

of the facility to produce the fusion materials database on a time scale consistent with the 

anticipated needs of the different Fusion Roadmaps. The International Fusion Materials 

Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) was proposed to be such dedicated facility. IFMIF can achieve all 

these targets using two 40 MeV deuteron linear accelerators, each delivering a 125 mA beam 

current with 100% duty cycle. Both beams strike a liquid lithium jet as a target, thus providing 

an intense neutron flux density of about 1018 n/m2s with a broad energy peak near 14 MeV. 

In the last few years new Fusion Roadmaps have been developed in a number of countries [2]. 

Generally speaking, a general tendency is apparent to speed up the design and construction 

phase of DEMO (in the case of EU it is foreseen to start its construction early in the 2030 

decade) and, at the same time, to reduce the neutron dose requirements on the materials. This 

new approach reduces the requirements for the early phase of the neutron source, maintaining 

the long term ones, and opens the possibility of a staged approach to IFMIF in which its 

construction can be developed in two phases: 

A first one focused on DEMO needs, that is called DONES (DEMO Oriented Neutron 

Source) 

A second one oriented to the Power Plant needs 

DONES (DEMO Oriented Neutron Source) is a facility focused on studying and testing 

irradiated materials found in fusion reactors. It consists of an accelerator based on Deuterium - 

Lithium source, which produces one intense Deuterium beam of 40 MeV with an intensity of 

125 mA. The main goal is to obtain irradiation of materials for testing, designing, and licensing 

purposes. It represents a step forward in the construction and safe operation of future DEMO 

nuclear power reactor. The mission of Dones is double: 

1. Generation of materials irradiation test data for design, licensing, construction and safe 

operation of the fusion demonstration power reactor (DEMO), with its main 

characteristics as defined in the 2012 EU Roadmap [2] under simulated fusion 
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environment relevant to anticipated needs in radiation resistance for the structural 

materials in early DEMO. 

2.  Generation of data base for benchmarking of radiation responses of materials hand in 

hand with computational material science. 

DONES will consist of one full IFMIF accelerator, producing one intense D+ beam of 40 MeV, 

and carrying an intensity of 125 mA. Main characteristics of the facility are [1]: 

The beam will impinge on a liquid “curtain” of lithium, flowing at a speed of 15 m/s nominal. 

Lithium Target will have physical dimensions 1:1 to the IFMIF one 

The DONES accelerator will have angular incidence with respect to the lithium target, to 

allow later on upgrade to IFMIF, by the addition of the second accelerator 

Test area, where samples are placed by means of different experimental holders, called Test 

Modules, are located behind the rear wall of the Li target (backplate). Only the most irradiated 

area will be used in DONES to irradiate samples: the High Flux Area of about 0.5 litre volume 

and a neutron fluency of typically 1018 n/m2/s, inducing up to 20 dpa/full power year (iron 

equivalent) in the materials. This area will be mainly used for irradiation of structural materials 

by means of the High Flux Test Module 

The Test Cell, which houses the Lithium Target and the Test Modules, will be built 1:1 to 

IFMIF one. Test areas with medium or low neutron flux will not be occupied by Test Modules 

DONES Plant is defined to provide an accelerator-based D-Li neutron source to produce high 

energy neutrons at sufficient intensity and irradiation volume to simulate as closely as possible 

the first wall neutron spectrum of future nuclear fusion reactors. The Plant will produce a 125 

mA deuteron beam, that accelerated up to 40 MeV and shaped to have a nominal cross section 

of 100 mm x 50 mm or 200 mm x 50 mm, impinge on a liquid lithium curtain 25 mm thick 

crossflowing at about 15 m/s in from of it. The stripping reactions generate a large amount of 

neutrons that interact with the materials samples located immediately behind the lithium target. 

The DONES systems needed to fulfil a common goal have been grouped in the so-called 

Facilities. The systems devoted to produce the high power beam are grouped in the Accelerator 

Facility (AF), the systems related to the lithium target management constitute the Lithium 

Target Facility (LF), the systems in charge of the irradiation modules handling and management 

compose the Test Facilities (TF) and finally, the Conventional Facility (CF) provides power, 

cooling, ventilation, rooms and services to the other facilities and itself. 

DONES Remote Handling maintenance tasks are planned in three areas: TS, AS and LS. These 

areas work under different conditions. For this reason, RH maintenance equipment and 

procedures must be different in each area. Components to be maintained in each area are defined 

and classified according to their characteristics and the type of maintenance. The classification 

is the following [3]:  

- RH class 1st = requiring regular planned replacement; 

- RH class 2nd = components that are likely to require repair or replacement; 

- RH class 3rd = components that are not expected to require maintenance or replacement 

during the lifetime of facility but would need to be replaced remotely should they fail; 

- RH class 4th = components that do not require Remote Handling. 
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It should be noted that not all components requiring RH maintenance are included at this 

preliminary stage. Firstly, preliminary procedures have been developed for the RH maintenance 

of components classified as 1st. Following paragraphs briefly explain functionality and 

objectives of the cited areas. 

 Test System: 

Test System houses Nuclear Deuterium-Lithium reaction for the irradiation of materials 

specimens. It is made up of Test Cell (TC) and Access Cell (AC) areas, wherein components 

for the irradiation are in the TC, whereas RH Equipment for maintenance is located in AC.   

Radiation levels and environment conditions are forbidden for humans after shutdown in AC 

and TC. Therefore, RH Equipment is required inside this zone in order to manipulate any 

component. Components to be manipulated in this area belong to 1st and 3rd classes [3], due to 

high activation and neutron concentration in Test Cell area. Most relevant RH maintenance 

tasks in the TS are: 

- Open and close the Test Cell, 

- Replacement of the Test Cell Cover Plate (TCCP), 

- Replacement of the Seal TCCP, 

- Replacement of the Upper Shielding Plug (USP), 

- Replacement of the Lower Shielding Plug (LSP), 

- Replacement of the High Flux Test Module (HFTM), 

- Replacement of the Target Assembly (TA), 

- Replacement of the BackPlate (BP). 

 

 Accelerator System: 

DONES is designed with only one accelerator. Other facilities such as IFMIF are designed with 

two accelerators. DONES will be equipped with 175 MHz linear accelerator, providing 

continuous wave that is properly shaped in the Target Assembly. 125 mA and 40 MeV deuteron 

beam is provided with the goal of generating deuteron impact in the lithium blanket [3]. Main 

components of the Accelerator System can be shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 - Main components of DONES Accelerator System.  

The most relevant RH tasks to perform in the AS are as follows: 
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- Replacement of the Vacuum pump, 

- Replacement of the Isolation valves, 

- Replacement of the Bellows, 

- Replacement of the Diagnostic,  

- Replacement of the Beam Dump. 

- Replacement of the Vacuum pump, 

- Replacement of the Isolation valves, 

- Replacement of the Bellows, 

- Replacement of the Diagnostic. 

 

 Lithium System: 

Lithium System is in the basement floor of the DONES facility. This system provides lithium 

element to the Target Assembly, which is located in the Test Cell. Figure 6 shows the 

components and distribution of the Lithium system. The main functionalities of Li loop are [2]: 

- Provide a neutron field for the irradiation of the Test Module (TM) placed in the 

Target Test Cell (TTC). 

- Maintain a defined position and a thickness of the Li target.  

- Provide a high speed liquid Li flow to remove the heat deposited by the Deuterium 

beam with a power up to 5 MW to avoid boiling or significant evaporation of the Li. 

 

Figure 6 - Main components of DONES Lithium System.  

 

This document focuses on the replacement of the HFTM that includes the opening of the Test 

Cell (TCCP, LSP, USP…).  But first of all a comparison of different Remote Handling 

Operation between different facilities is done with the aim of providing a first approximation 

about the current state of the art inside this kind of facilities. Also a deep explanation of the 

RHE of DONES is showed in the annex II.  

The second part of the document tries to define and apply a new Remote Handling Methodology 

developed by the “robots and intelligent machines” group of Universidad Polytechnic of 

Madrid (UPM) led by Manuel Ferre [4]. Whit the application of the methodology the document 

tries to expose controversial points on the design, and fix them in order to improve the facility. 
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CHAPTER 1 REMOTE HANDLING OPERATIONS 
 

The aim of the chapter is to show the different operations that can be performed inside nuclear 

facilities with Remote Handling Equipment, not only in a remote way but also in an autonomous 

way. Inside the chapter different facilities like DONES, ITER or IFMIF and their solutions for 

solving the tasks will be compared. The chapter tries to be a small guide about remote handling 

equipment that it is possible to use in some types of operations in nuclear environment. 

The different types of operations and their equipment are listed below: 

1.1. Transportation of heavy components 
This operation is based in the displacement of material by some equipment from one place to 

other. This movement implies the loading and lifting of the component in the start point and the 

unloading in the end point. Usually the equipment used for performing these task are heavy 

cranes or big manipulators. Due to the weight and the nuclear activity (or not) of the 

components that need to be lifted, the storage place of such components could be inside the test 

cell where the maintenance tasks are done or in another cell outside the test cell. 

Some solutions are showed below: 

1.1.1. Dones Solution 
In the annex II there is studied the RHE of DONES. Now all of this acknowledge is going to 

be used. Inside DONES, there are some heavy components that need to be transported. These 

usually are cover plates and plugs. The neck bottle in this building is the Upper Shielding Plug 

(USP) [5] and TIR-TIR closing plug [6], both of them with a design weight of 120 ton.  

Due to this enormous weight the solution adopted in DONES to carry this components is a 

heavy bridge overhead crane. It aims to lift and transfer any weighty component with 

moderate positioning accuracy. There will be two cranes in two different rooms in order to 

perform different maintenance tasks. 

 

Figure 7 - Simulation of a Heavy Bridge Overhead Crane 

Furthermore, another important tool for transporting is the floor mounted trolley. As it is 

known the degree of design of this component is not so high. However the trolley aims to 
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transport heavy components, irradiated or not, between different parts inside the Access Cell of 

DONES. 

The next pictures show a preliminary design of the Access Cell of DONES. However this design 

is nowadays not valid, it is possible to see the basic concept of the Floor Mounted Trolley.  

 

 

Figure 8 - Old layout of Access Cell. Floor Mounted Trolley and Bridge Crane Design [7] 

 
There is another proposal inside the DONES environment that is under studio: Lift AC 

Shielding Plugs. The aim of this tool is the same as the previous ones: transport and lift heavy 

components such as shielding plugs. A preliminary 3D draft is shown in Figure 9: 

 

Figure 9 - 3D Conceptual design of the Lift AC shielding plugs. 
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 Characteristics: 

· It must lift 120 Ton - 60 Ton. 

· It can move around by rails. 

· Dimensions should be as large as the plugs that aims to lift. 

· Liquid of pistons should be compatible with radiation environment. It should not 

contain oil because of possible leakages.  

· The materials must withstand environment conditions such as radiation. 

· Optional: Omnidirectional movement depending on the storage location. 

 

 Design:  

It has a framework for stability and fixation. Below the frame contains wheels to move 

between the floor rails. To raise the table, it has four pillars that contain pistons inside 

to raise the load up and down. Endings of each pillar are connected and fixed with the 

shielding plug. 

 

 

Figure 10  – 3D Conceptual design of Lift AC shielding plugs: It has grasping the shielding plug that seal AS area. 

 Steps (Extraction and insertion): 

The steps to extract the shielding plug are shown below. However, the insertion of 

shielding plug is backwards. 

 

1. The Lift AC shielding plug is transported above shielding plug position as 

shown Figure 9. 

2. The pistons lower the coupling elements to the height of the shielding plug. 

3. The coupling element grasps the shielding plug. 

4. The pistons rise up the shielding plug as shown Figure 10. 

5. Once shielding plug is extracted, lifted shielding plug is transported to its 

storage position. 
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 Similar commercial lifts in other areas: 

In other areas use lifting Jacks for elevate heavy loads like trains, containers and 

components. It can be a feasible solution for elevating shielding plug. The lifting jack 

must be adapted to plugs requirements and characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.2. IFMIF Solution 
Nowadays IFMIF has a similar solution than DONES due to the purpose of DONES. This 

solution is a Heavy Rope Overhead Crane with the same characteristics as the previous one. 

However the first design of ITER is different, and could be a solution for lifting heavy 

components.  This first component is the UNIVERSAL ROBOT SYSTEM (URS) [8]. 

The USR was design to be located in an access cell similar to the DONES one. It is based on a 

gantry crane equipped with a universal gripper. With this gripper, the USR would be provided 

of a number of additional tools and a small universal robot system for handling other kind of 

operations. With that design, the USR was designed to cover almost all of the remote handling 

activities that would be performed in the cell. The operations that include a heavy load 

transportation are removal and installation of tests cell covers and the removal and reloading of 

different heavy components. 

The USR was designed to handle payloads up to 30 tons that was the maximum capacity of the 

USR´s gripper whilst the gantry crane was designed to withstand up to 40 tons. It had a good 

Figure 11 - Lifting Jacks examples 
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positional accuracy and axes capable of very low velocities. A general view of the USR appears 

in Figure 12 and Figure 13: 

 

Figure 12 - View of the URS [8] 

 

Figure 13 - Lateral view of the URS [8] 

The main characteristics are listed below [8]: 

- Working area: (X,Y,Z) 12.5x22.8x6 m (WxDxH) 
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- Area served: 9.5x19x6 m (WxDxH) 

- Degrees of freedom: 5 + slight tilting ( rocking frame) 

- Crane Capacity: Up to 40 T 

- Gripper Capacity: Up to 30 T 

- Positioning Accuracy of the gantry crane ± 5 mm  

- Speed of the crane 0,1÷30 mm/sec 

- Speed of the movable plate Z direction 0.1 mm/sec – Maximum 

- The granty crane runs on rails to enable transportation in the Y direction 

- Turntable and the movable plates provide motion in the X and Z directions 

- The gripper system is provided of a rocking frame to hold vertically each 

equipment/component. 

Finally, since the components to be handled by means of the URS exceed the maximum load 

capacity a review of this component was done, and the result was the actual Heavy Rope 

Overhead Crane that has been discussed. However, URS could be used with other purposes in 

the nuclear field. 

 

1.1.3. ITER Solution 
Although ITER is a different facility compared with the previous ones, it is possible to use some 

of its design. This section will abroad an important remote handling equipment used in ITER 

with the aim of transport components: The Transfer Cask System (TCS). 

TCS shall provide the means to handle and transport ITER internal components, such as the 

divertor, blanket or plugs from/to the internal part of the tokamak to/from the Hot Cell docking 

stations, during the ITER maintenance shutdowns. In addition, the TCS shall provide 

confinement to avoid spread of contamination during the maintenance operations and 

transportation time [9].  

Due to the aim of this section, a briefly abroad of the main characteristics of the systems is 

going to be taken. This approach will start explaining the three sub-systems that the TCS is 

subdivided: the cask, the pallet and the Air Transfer System (ATS) [10]. 
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Figure 14 - Schematic view of the TCS [9] 

 The cask is the container that provides the physical confinement. It is equipped with a 

leak-tight double door interfacing all ports, and incorporates all systems and tools 

required to handle the components during the installation and removal up to 100ton. 

 The pallet allows to connect the cask to the ATS. It is equipped with the mechanisms 

to support, align and dock the cask to the port. It is located between the cask and the 

ATS, allowing the ATS to be separated easily and remotely from the cask, improving 

the flexibility, efficiency and safety. 

 The ATS consists of a moveable platform that can support the weight of the pallet, cask, 

in-casks devices and transported components. Also, the System includes all the 

components required for remote control and navigation of the TCS. This complex 

system contains air bearings to produce an air film for the transportations, air 

compressors and pipes, wheels and actuators, battery packs, sensors, etc [11].… 

Although this is a very complex system, the aim of this section is only to show the 

principal features. 

The TCS will have an efficient Human Machine Interface (HMI) integrated with Virtual Reality 

(VR) for Remote Handling Operations [9]. It is important to know that the development of a 

prototype of the HMI and full 3D VR becomes extremely important. Furthermore three different 

modes of use are designed: Automatic mode, where the vehicle follows a predefined path with 

optimized speed, Semi-automatic mode, where the path is also predefined buy the speed will 

be controlled by the operator and Manual mode, where the operator drives the vehicle without 

constrains. A deep analysis of the trajectories followed by the TCS has to be done. An example 

is showed in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 - Optimal trajectory of TCS [9] 

1.2. Transportation of light components 

1.2.1. Dones 
In DONES, the task of lifting and transporting light-weight components is performed by to 

different Remote Handling Equipment: 

 Servo-manipulator 

As has been studied, the servo-manipulator will perform different tasks. With the help 

of grippers (Page 93), the servo-manipulator is able to lift loads of 20-25 Kg. 

 ACMC + Mast Grapple  

Other option is the use of the Access Cell Mast Crane for lifting medium-weight 

components. It has been studied in page 88. With the help of a Mast Grapple, the 

Equipment is able to lift components less than 1 ton. 

 The last option is the use of the secondary hoist of the principal bridge crane, called 

HROC and studied in page 84. This secondary tool will lift components up to 15 ton. 

1.2.2. IFMIF 
This facility has a similar design as DONES in terms of light-weight transport. A mix of servo-

manipulator, mast grapple and secondary hoists will perform the lifting of such components. 

However another interesting proposal was made. The problem became if the mass of the 

heaviest replicable component that the servo-manipulator has to lift requires a stronger tool. 

Then the system can be completed with simple, remotely operated Jib Cranes with a circular 

working space [7]. This kind of cranes are strongly implemented in the market. The next 
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pictures show the main design of the working space with two Jib Cranes and one trolley based 

servo-manipulator: 

 

Figure 17 - Layout of two Jib Cranes in High Bay [7]  

 

1.3. Deployment of RHE  
While a facility is working, the RHE needs to be stored in a safe place away from the radiation. 

This means that radiation doses that the RHE has to support need to be acceptable to ensure a 

minimum life time. However, during that maintenance time the RHE needs to reach the 

locations of the components that will be fixed, replaced, lifted… This section will show 

different ways of deploying the RHE from the stored location to the maintenance ones. 

1.3.1. DONES Solution 
The layout of DONES is studied in the annex II. Understanding this layout is easy to find the 

way that the RHE is deployed. All the equipment is stored in the Access cell when the facility 

is working. This access cell room allows to make some operations inside another cells trough 

different ports. Each port is closed by heavy plates and robust seals that have been discussed.  

In this kind of facilities, the necessity of different rooms for storing the equipment is because 

the “test” rooms are very contaminated. It is known that inside the accelerator room of DONES, 

1 hour after beam shutdown the dose rate is expected to be 0.6 Gy/h and during beam operation 

the dose rate is expected to be 6 Gy/h [7]. This dose rate during beam operations suggests that 

most maintenance equipment should be stored outside of the TIR and brought in for the 

maintenance to avoid radiation damage to the equipment. 

Mast Crane Deployment Procedures 

A bridge crane working with together with a mast are the Dones solution for the deployment of 

the servo-manipulator and other different tools. It has been studied in previous sections. 

Trolley Solution 

Figure 16 - Schematic drawing of Rail Manipulator working with a 

Jib Crane [7] 
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Another option for deployment of the servo-manipulator is the trolley based system. It has been 

studied before and its aim is to have a trolley over rails that can approach the working area and 

deploy the servo-manipulator with a mast over the crane. For more information go to section 

“RH System above Accelerator System”. 

Rail Carriage Deployment Procedures [12] 

One interesting thing that has not been discussed before is the servo-manipulator deployment 

procedures inside the Accelerator system (TIR cell). This layout is under studio and for this 

reason has not been studied in the first section. The aim of this layout is to have a rail with a 

carriage inside the TIR cell and to deploy the servo-manipulator into this carriage that allows 

the manipulator to work inside the test area. It is important to note that the main design of this 

transporter was done by ITER in the ITER´s Beam Line Transporter [13]. 

 

Figure 18 - ITER´s Beam Line Transporter [13] 

As it is known, inside the new access cell room there is a main overhead crane on the top of the 

cell. The use of the main overhead crane and the procedures for the crane interfacing with the 

servo-manipulator assembly are the same as those for the crane lifting a general component (see 

Annex II).  The deployment procedures of the servo-manipulator with the main overhead crane 

are as follows: 
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1. The boom must be retracted into the folded configuration to form the lifting interface 

for the main crane (see Figure 19). 

 

2. After the crane has interfaced with the assembly the crane ropes should be tensioned 

such that the crane is supporting the weight of the assembly. The mounting points on 

the carriage can then be lowered to disengage them from the boom assembly as shown 

in Figure 20 with the crane then solely supporting the assembly. 

 

3. The assembly can then be transported into the TIR for installation onto the carriage on 

the rail in the cell. 

 

4. The installation of the boom onto the carriage is outlined below in Figure 21. The crane 

lowers the assembly down to an approximately correct vertical location above the 

mounting points and then moves the assembly across to be in contact with the carriage. 

The mounting points are then raised to take the weight of the boom assembly. 

 

Figure 19 Boom and servo-manipulators assembly in folded configuration for overhead crane lift 
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5. The service connections can then be made. 

 

1.3.2. ITER Solution 
During the ITER lifetime components that operate near the hot plasma will have to be replaced 

due to erosion and damage. Because of the level of radioactivity, soon after the start of the 

Deuterium‐Tritium pulses, these operations will be carried out by means of full Remote 

Handling (RH) procedures using the ITER Remote Maintenance System (IRMS). ITER 

tokamak machine is composed of about 400 modules inside the plasma zone that is called 

vacuum vessel (VV) [14]. The maintenance of this in-vessel components, such as Blanket 

modules, port plugs and Divertor cassettes, can be accomplished by removing a failed 

component and replacing it by a new one or re-installing the component after repair or 

refurbishment in a hot cell.  

This section will explain the deployment process of the blanket remote handling equipment of 

ITER. 

The mounting points move 

vertically downwards so that 

the crane is supporting the 

full weight of the boom 

assembly and can perform a 

simple horizontal movement 

to remove the boom 

assembly from the carriage. 

Figure 20 Removal of the boom assembly from the carriage  

Figure 21 Procedure for installing boom assembly onto carriage  
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The design of this blanket remote handling equipment includes development of a circular rail 

into the VV and transfer a blanket module with rail-mounted vehicle/manipulator [15]. The rail 

is designed as two 180º articulated multi-link locked to each other in VV. Also the rail will be 

stored outside the VV. The rail radius is 6.19m determined by a kinematic study and allows 

using the compact vehicle manipulator inside the VV. This rail is divided into 6 rails links for 

180º; the angle of all rail links is 30º. The deployment of the rail is going to be explained below 

[16]: 

 Two rail links are positioned to the hinge assembling mechanism by the cooperation of 

rail positioning arms. 

 

 The rail connection is performed by the hinge assembling mechanism. The rail joints 

requires accurate alignment of the two rail segments to be connected. 

 

 The joint mechanism is unlocked in order to deploy the two rail segments connected by 

the hinge into the VV. 

 

After connection of rail links, they are deployed into the VV by cooperation of a rail positioning 

arm and a vehicle traveling mechanism. Furthermore, after deployment, the rail is supported by 

rail support equipment Figure 22. It consists of a frame, which is attached to the port wall, and 
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two support arms. The latter are supported by the frame using linear motion guides. The two 

support arms are controlled independently. The rail grasping mechanisms are installed at the 

ends of the support arms. The rail grasping mechanism has a spherical wedge composed of two 

parallel flats on opposing sides of a sphere. When the sphere is rotated by 90◦, the rail is grasped 

by the rail grasping mechanism 

 

Figure 22 - Rail deploying equipment and rail support equipment of blanket remote handling [16] 

 

Figure 23 - Rail support equipment and module transporter of blanket remote handling [16]. 
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1.4. Accurate Remote Handling Tasks 
The principal accuracy maintenance tasks are: assembly, bending, cutting, drilling, hammering, 

routing, sanding, sawing, screwing, welding, polishing, etc. In normal conditions these kind of 

tasks are performed by humans, but in the nuclear environment a servo-manipulator is necessary 

through a human control. The manipulation of these robots has to be done by an expert and 

experienced human hands. In the other hand, the equipment needs to be stronger enough to 

support the activated environment and to reach the prefixed goals in terms of accuracy and 

scheduling. This section will not lead in differences between facilities duo to the similarity of 

the equipment used in all of them: a servo-manipulator. 

Each facility has to select the servo-manipulator properly and include a bilateral master-slave 

controller. The aim of this controllers is allow the operator to precisely guide the manipulator 

and properly perform the tasks. The operator guides the slave (that is the servo-manipulator arm 

located in the activated cell) sending movement commands through the master device. 

Furthermore, the slave provides an escalated force to the master system [17]. 

 

Figure 24 - Telerobotic System drawing [18] 

A good integration of the operator in the environment is obtained by calculating the force 

performed by the slave. Wherein, the slave (robotic arm) provides the executed force, and this 

force is escalated to the master system, so the operator can feel the magnitude of the force that 

the robot has done. [19]. The servo-manipulator must have the same number of degrees of 

freedom than the slave (6 DoF). There are two possibilities to measure forces:  

 Force sensor included in the end of the robotic arm and where it is shielded from the 

radiation.  

 Internal sensor of the robot actuation, which are less exposed to the environment.  

Nevertheless, the main problem is the radiation environment; it may affect the sensor readings. 

Electronic techniques and components radHard could minimize or remove this problem. 

This kind of manipulators can attach an infinite variety of tools, each of them can perform 

different tasks with the necessary precision and accuracy.  
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1.5. Vision and inspection 
Camera systems represent operators’ eyes during the remote handling maintenance operations 

not only in this kind of facilities but also in all the facilities with RHS. It is easy to imagine that 

the viewing system is one of the most critical issues of RHS. Due to the high activity of the 

rooms that the cameras are placed it is not easy to meet camera requirements specification. In 

order to reach that necessities each building has their own viewing system which is going to be 

explained in this section. 

These cameras have to take care about: 

- have a 100% coverage of the working area. 

- avoid shadowed area. 

- avoid glare from materials, which has in the past proved to be a real problem. 

- avoid dark components which are often problematic because their shape is not well 

evaluated. 

1.5.1. IFMIF Solution 
The most critical are of IFMIF is the test cell area that is expected to have a dose rate of 105 

Sv/h. The present design [8] uses a set of cameras with periscope covers. However it would not 

be sufficient to ensure all points of view necessary during the execution of the remote 

maintenance to be performed in this area. Some examples are showed below:  

       

Figure 25 - Kind of Cameras used in IFMIF    

All these kind of cameras normally incorporate the following features: 

- Focus and Zooming capabilities. 

- Pan&tilt motions. 

- Remote Control. 

The location of these cameras are on the main bridge crane and fixed on the test cell in order to 

have a full view during the maintenance operations. 

1.5.2. DONES Solution 
In the same way as IFMIF, DONES facility needs a visual access to RH operations with the 

aim of having a general view of the working area with independence of the location of the 
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cranes. Also a particular vision of the area where the specific equipment (servo-manipulator) is 

necessary. 

Potential scene cameras commercially available that could be useful for DONES are the 

following [20]: 

 Ahlberg Electronics with 10^4 Gy total dose, zoom, pan-tilt and light (model Color 

MRAD) [21].  

 Chalnicon tube 0.7 MGy, monochrome/color camera with 6x optical zoom, pan/tilt and 

lighting from Custom Camera Limited (model IRC 407). 

 Vidicon camera, again from Ahlberg Electronics, with up to 6x optical zoom and 

lightning. [21] 

 

Figure 26 - 1.Ahlberg Electronics - MRAD L Camera  2. CCL IRC407 with lightning and pan/tilt camera   3. Ahlberg 

Electronics N35HR Camera 

According to the layout, two kind of viewing and illumination are proposed for the Test 

Facilities of DONES [22]:  

 Fix viewing and illumination system  

 Portable viewing and illumination system. 
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Figure 27- – Position of some of the cameras in the ACMC and in the AC [23] 
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CHAPTER 2  Remote Handling Methodology 
 

This section provides a methodology for designing remote handling maintenance procedures. 

This methodology introduces several guidelines to optimize robot manipulation in different 

kinds of operations. This work has been prepared by compiling information from several 

sources, which are mostly related to ITER and JET documents, and recommendations from 

robot and manufacturing assembly. 

The methodology has been structured in nine steps, which are grouped in three main blocks. 

Each block is focused on a particular engineering field. The first block, titled equipment 

description, is mainly related to mechanical design. The second block, titled manipulation 

analysis, is focused on the manipulation matters, and the third block, robot selection and control, 

considers robotic aspects and simulation of tasks. 

Equipment description 

1. Description of the system for remote handling maintenance: definition of parts and 

interfaces. 

2. Definition of the first level of the manipulation procedure (task level) identifying 

grasping interfaces and tolerances. 

3. Selection of tools according to part interfaces and workspace. 

Manipulation analysis 

4. Definition of the whole remote handling procedure. 

5. Calculation of the workspace. 

6. Calculation of torques and forces for manipulation. 

Robot selection and control  

7. Selection of robot and mobile platform. 

8. Definition of remote handling supervisory control mode (automatic or guided). 

9. Simulation of the procedure in VR environments and development of a mock-up. 

2.1. Equipment Description 
In this stage is described and analysed the equipment to be maintained by remote handling 

operations. It is convenient to optimize the design in this stage if possible. Some 

recommendations are provided in the step 1 in order to make easier the maintenance. In step 

two is developed a table that provides a first approach of the complexity of the tasks. Procedure 

is defined in the step 3. A selection of the most suitable tools is done in step 4, a list of most 

common tools are listed in annex II.  

 

2.1.1. Step 1: Description of the system for remote handling maintenance: 

definition of all parts and interfaces. 
The first step is to describe the functionality and geometry of the whole system. All parts 

affected by remote manipulation have to be described in detail. The most relevant information 

is related to geometry, material and interfaces. This information can be shown in a table that 
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also includes part relations. Table 6 summarizes required information for the description of 

remote handling systems. Information is as follows: 

- Part number, it is defined by several figures separated by dots. It is a hierarchical 

representation that allows defining several levels of detail. 

- Part name, it is the name that identify the part or subpart. 

- CAD model, it includes all geometrical information of each part. 

- Material, in case of rigid parts density could be enough, in case of flexible parts 

more details about manipulation would be required. 

- Level of risk/radiation, this information is relevant in order to know constraints and 

decide tooling.  

- Number of parts, it indicates the quantity of equal parts included in the whole 

component. 

- Number of interfaces, it represents the contact areas with other parts and for remote 

manipulation. 

- Interface for RH, it represents the specific interface for remote handling. 

 

Figure 28 - Staple Remover, tool that will be split into parts 
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1 Lower Arm Sub.               

1.1 
Base Part -Lower 
Arm 

  C1 M1 L3 1 6 0 

1.2 Lower Arm cover   C2 M2 L3 1 3 2 

1.3 Rivet   C3 M1 L3 2 4 0 

2 Upper Arm Sub.               

2.1 Upper Arm   C4 M2 L2 1 6 0 

2.2 Upper Arm cover   -     1 3 2 
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2.3 Rivet   C5 M3 L2 2 4 0 

3 Spring   C6 M2 L2 1 3 0 

4 Pivot   - M2 L2 1 3 1 
Table 6 - Example of DFA analysis Worksheet that describes a Staple Remover 

The number of parts and interfaces is related to the complexity of the task to be performed. It 

is required to simplify as maximum the number of parts.  As described in annex I, a key rule 

for designing is to reduce number of parts by combining them if possible. Ideally, only are 

considered different parts when they have mobile components, parts are from different 

materials, or a component has to be inserted inside other. 

It is also required to know the environment risks. In DONES, risks are mainly related to gamma 

radiation. Levels and type of expected radiation is needed. This information is relevant to design 

remote handling equipment protection, such as shielding and so on. 

Interfaces for remote handling are required in this first step. If the part interface is compatible 

with the robot grip then this part can be directly handled by the robot. In the opposite, a tool 

has to be used in order to properly manipulate this part. Tool has to be compatible with part 

interface and robot grip.  

There are some guidelines and information that may be useful for this first step. References 

[24] [25] could help in this step. 

2.1.2. Step 2. Definition of the first level of the manipulation procedure (task level) 

identifying interfaces and tolerances. 
A procedure for each remote handling maintenance task has to be defined. These procedures 

have to include the sequence to perform the task step by step. These procedures are usually 

validated by graphical simulations. Next table shows an example ….. 

 

Table 7 - Example of a first approximation of a maintenance operation 

 

Some recommendations to make easy manipulation procedure are as follows: 

Task SubTask

Unbolt TCCP

Unbolt

Store bolt?

Remove TCCP

Grasp TCCP

Lift TCCP

Transport TCCP to storage Position 

Release TCCP in the position

Remove and Clean Sealin Gasket

Remove USP

Grasp USP

LIFT USP

Transport USP to storage Position 

Release USP in the position

Disconnect the cooling pipe of LSP

Disconnect the pipe

Extract and store the pipe

Remove LSP

Grasp LSP

LIFT LSP

Transport LSP to storage Position 

Release LSP in the position
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- Try to use symmetrical parts when possible, it allows to get them in any direction.  

- Minimize resistance to insertion by providing chamfers that guides part insertion. 

- Provide clearance that allow ease insertion but avoiding part jams across corners 

- Design a progressive assembly by using axes of reference. Easier directions are 

vertical that allow top-down assembly. 

 

Figure 29 - Example of a RH plug connector using Kinematically constrained staged approach, from ITER RH Code of 

Practice 

 

2.1.3. . Selection of tools according to part interface and available workspace 
Tools are required for all manipulations that are not directly performed by robot grip. There are 

a great number of tools that are usually applied in remote handling. Usually, commercial tools 

used by workers are adapted to robot by designing a tool interface suitable to be handled by the 

robot grip.  

A selection of the most relevant tools for RH is summarize in “Annex II: Usual tools for remote 

handling”. This annex includes some tools for fastening, cutting, welding, cleaning, and so on. 

 

2.2. Manipulation Analysis 

2.2.1. Definition of the whole remote handling procedure. 
The steps in the any procedure should be studied in order to ensure availability, safety and 

success of the operation. A good starting point in this section is to review the general 

requirements that comply to ensure the whole functionality and integration between 

components and RHE. Some of these requirements are based on the “Basic guidelines for the 

design of remotely maintained components in the Test Facilities of IFMIF “.  
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It is useful and necessary to identify the actions and RHE for each procedure. Also it is 

necessary to order the actions if are sequentially or say when are concurrent actions. The 

equipment that is involved could be mentioned, with emphasis on the different tools but without 

any approximation analysis. 

 

2.2.2. Calculation of the workspace. 
Here is where the robot tools define how to approximate and how to grasp. The direction of the 

movements, location of the components to be manipulated (bolts, tubes, etc…) and possible 

collision points need to be specified. 

 

2.2.3. Calculation of torques and forces for manipulation. 
During the operations the robot needs to apply some force. The quantity of the weight that needs 

to be lifted, the torque of the bolts, the force of grasping, the pressure aplied, the power of 

welding and any other action need to be measured and studied. The aim of the section is to 

make an estimation of the force and power that the robot will need. 

 

2.3. Robot selection and control  
It´s here where all the previous characteristics determine the selection of the robotic equipment. 

More than one choice is allowed in this section. Furthermore, the performance of simulations 

is an important step in order to check the equipment and their tools and to seek issues in the 

design. 

 

2.3.1. Selection of robot and mobile platform. 
The goal of the section is easy: find the best robotic solution that reach the requirements and 

characteristic explained before. Most of the times a commercial equipment is sufficient, but 

sometimes it is necessary to modify some characteristic of the equipment. 

 

2.3.2. Definition of remote handling supervisory control mode (automatic or 

guided). 
The decision of making an autonomous, manual or semi-manual system is selected here. The 

decision of autonomous mode implies a big amount of sensors implemented in the facility. With 

semi-manual mode a virtual reality system, collision detection or pre-planned system is 

necessary. All of these factors have to be studied in order to find the best solution for each 

facility. Also it is possible to mix different modes in one facility depending on the procedures 

that the equipment will perform. 

 

2.3.3. Simulation of the procedure in VR environments  
This important section of the methodology aims to help in the design of the equipment and also 

aim to help other parts of the project to understand the progress of the RHE and their operations. 
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Some of the remote operations that the equipment will perform have to be simulated for seeking 

collision points, wrong approximations or any other issue. Also these simulators could be used 

in real-time while performing remote handling operations.
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CHAPTER 3 Implementation of the Methodology 
 

This is the main chapter that focuses on the implementation of the methodology previously 

explained. The replacement of the HFTM is going to be studied. This task implies a big amount 

of equipment and tools that have to be studied. The goal is to try the viability of the methodology 

for the direct application on other nuclear environment facilities. 

This methodology has the following steps:  

3.1. Equipment description 

3.1.1. Description of the system for remote handling maintenance: definition of all 

parts and interfaces 
 

First of all it is important to know the aim of the maintenance task that is being studied. It is to 

open the test cell, remove the components inside the cell and replace the test module. These 

components will be storage, replaced or fixed. Then, the test cell has to be reassembled and 

closed. For doing these operations different kind of RHE are necessary. The description of the 

requirements and constrains of the parts affected by remote manipulation are showed in this 

section. 

Some constraints are an interesting starting point for designing process of the equipment: 

 It is known that the main problem of this kind of facilities is the residual radiation. Due 

to this issue human operator can´t enter inside the affected zone. Furthermore the RH 

systems shall be conceived and designed for safe, prompt and feasible recovery and 

rescue. Wherever possible they will be designed to self-recover from failures. 

Development of rescue options for unrecoverable failure scenarios is also requested. 

 The RHE will perform the tasks after the shutdown of the facility. One hour after turn 

off the dose rate inside the test cell is expected to be 0.6 Gy/h and during beam operation 

the dose rate is expected to be 6 Gy/h [12].  

 The equipment needs to reach all points of the AC and also some points inside the TC, 

so the dimensions are predetermined by the dimensions of the room. The current 

Dimensions of the DONES AC are: Length [m] x Width [m] x Height [m] – 62 x 9 x 

13.  
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Figure 30 - Access Cell Sizes 

 The storage of the maintenance´s components is inside the AC itself. This means that 

the RHE needs not to collies or interrupt the storage space. Although a new layout of 

the AC is being developed, this report will consider that the storage of the components 

will be in the same AC. 

 Some components that need to be lifted and transported weight more than 100ton. This 

constraint reduce the kind of equipment that could be used for the maintenance. 

 

The Test System will be the centre of this section because it is one of the critical areas of the 

facility due to its radiation levels. It is the place where deuterium impacts with lithium, causing 

a nuclear reaction [1]. Therefore, the extreme conditions affect negatively the installation 

because the components of the Test Cell are deteriorated and must be replaced more often to 

guaranty security and availability. Table 8 - TC and Access Cell maintenance components with 

their frequency shows the components of the TS area that must be treated with RHE. This table 

classifies the components in function of their area, frequency, maintenance, component class 

and type of maintenance [24]. 

 

Component Zone Zone class Frequency of 

maintenance 

Class of 

component 

Maintenance 

type 

Test Cell 

Cover Plate 

(TCCP) 

Access 

Cell 

Restricted Every year 1st RH 

Seal of the 

TCCP 

Access 

Cell 

Restricted Every year 1st RH 
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Upper 

Shielding 

Plug (USP) 

Access 

Cell 

Restricted Every year 1st RH 

Lower 

Shielding 

Plug (LSP) 

Test Cell Prohibited Every year 1st RH 

Piping and 

Cabling 

Plug (PCPs) 

Test Cell Prohibited Non 

scheduled 

3rd RH 

TC liner Test Cell Prohibited Non 

scheduled 

3rd RH 

High Flux 

Test 

Modules 

(HFTM) 

Test Cell Prohibited Every year 1st RH 

Target 

Assembly 

(TA) 

Test Cell Prohibited Every year 1st RH 

Removable 

Backplate 

(BP) 

Test Cell Prohibited Every year 1st RH 

Table 8 - TC and Access Cell maintenance components with their frequency [24] 

The cell includes the required system to accommodate a High Flux Test Module (HFTM) under 

controlled environment and conditions for irradiation. The aim of the RH task that is going to 

be studied is to transport the irradiated HFTM for further external processing and post 

irradiation experiments. Before the extraction of the module, the opening of the cell needs to 

be done and many different parts are involved. The aim of the following table is to show the 

most relevant information such as geometry, material and interfaces that are involved. The order 

of the table follows the order of the extraction of the HFTM. 
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Figure 31 - Overview of TC, especially the main components for opening and closing TC [1] 
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0 Robotic Tool 1 9 9 - 

0 Surrounding Shielding Plug 1 7 0 - 

1 Test Cell Cover Plate         

   1.1 Bolt 4 3 1 Steel 

   1.2 Crane gripper 1 2 1 Steel 

   1.3 TCCP cover 1 4 0 Concrete 

   1.4 Sealing Gasket 1 3 1 - 

2 Upper Shielding Plug         

   2.1 Crane gripper 1 2 1 Steel 
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   2.2 USP cover 1 2 0 Concr./st. 

3 Lowe shielding plug         

   3.1 Cooling pipe connection 1 3 1 Metal 

   3.2 Crane gripper 1 2 1 Steel 

   3.3 LSP cover 1 3 0 Concr./st. 

4 HFTM         

   4.1 Cooling pipe connection 1 2 1 Metal 

   4.2 HFTM positioning system 3 3 1 Metal 

   4.3 HFTM wheel system (...) 3 2 Metal 

   4.4 HFTM (...) 3 2 - 
Table 9 - Test Cell Design For Assembly Sheet. Description of the components 

The mandatory next step is to explain each component and the interfaces between them. The 

way of showing the interfaces is through a matrix where the interfaces appear when a part on 

one row has connection with another part on the column. The whole matrix is showed in the 

annex I. A description of each component is listed below. 

 

 Test Cell Cover Plate (TCCP) 

The aim of this plate is to cover and isolate the Test Cell from the Access Cell. It is a heavy 

component that needs to be lifted and transported to a storage place when any maintenance 

task is required in the Test Cell. Also this component will be bolted, so will need to be 

screw/unscrew. Some important characteristics are showed below [5]: 

· Solid plate with an internal framework  

· Dimensions: 7.6m (L) x 7.1m (W)  x 0.2m (H) 

· Weight: >100 Ton (Due to the different pressure between TC and AC) 

· Material: concrete 

 

Figure 32 - Simulation of TCCP 

 Interfaces 
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TCCP has direct connection with the Test Cell itself and with the robotic tool. The 

matrix shows those connection and their interfaces. 

 

TCCP cover and Surrounding Shielding Plug 

The plug will cover the last layer of the Test Cell. All the plugs have an interface 

between itself and the area of the test cell where it’s placed. Some kinematic rules 

are necessary in order to avoid the wedging and jamming issues [25] (explained in annex 

I). Some of that rules are showed below: 
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Figure 33 - Section of the Interface Matrix of the Test Cell Components: TCCP and Test Cell Interfaces 
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Figure 34 - Kinematic Contraint Stages: At each stage of location the number of DoF’s has been reduced until the 

plant item is fully installed (DoF = 0). 

 

Figure 35 - Guide Pin: The guide pin is used to reduce the initial misalignment to bring dowel pins within their 

capture range which themselves provide accurate final location. 

 

According to [26] the solution for the interfaces between plug and test cell is the addition 

of dowels located in opposite corners of the cavity reserved for the plugs. One of the 

dowels engages with a hole which is a relatively tight fit to accurately locate that point 

on the plug. The second dowel locates in a slot which has a centreline that intersects the 

centre of the hole for the first dowel. The slot means that the system can accommodate 

for tolerances in the plug manufacture and dowel location without the risk of the plug 
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jamming on the two dowels. For more information about avoiding the Wedging and 

Jamming issues see the section 6.1 of [25]. 

Crane Gripper and Robotic Tool 

This interface aims to grasp the cover and also it allows the lifting and transporting of 

the component with some kind of crane tool. As we can see in the full matrix (annex I), 

this interface is the same for the TCCP, USP and LSP and the design will be done in 

this section. The initial design is a set of Twist Lock Interfaces on the plugs [26]. 

 

Figure 36 - Twist Lock Interface connection 

First of all, it is important to know the load that need to support the interface. The largest 

load that the crane gripper is required to lift is the weight of the Upper Shielding Plug 

(remember that the initial design is the same tool for the 3 covers). The total load here 

is 120 tonnes, and so each twist locks must support the proportional weight depending 

on the number of twist locks. According to the British Standards Specification for 

Lifting Twist locks [27] a layout of 4 twist-locks is necessary in this case. That means 

each TL needs to support 30 ton. The twist locks must also be able to withstand the 

forces of any impact during the removal / replacement operations.  

The twist locks require interfaces on the plugs and cover plate and on the robotic or 

crane tool, that are capable of reacting the load required to lift the components. The 

specifications are showed in the Annex I 

The interface to the plug is the weakest point. The 3 plugs (TCCP, USP and LSP) are 

made by concrete, with a stainless steel liner, and there is a risk that the interface will 

pull out of the plug. The suggested solution is to have four interfaces with the same 

distance and strategically positioned according to the gravity centre so only a unique 

tool is needed to carry all the plates. The interface will be inside a solid steel bar that 

passes through the whole depth of the plugs and is welded to both the top and bottom 

liner of the plugs. It is suggested that the interfaces should be machined after welding 

into the plug to reduce the error in the location of the interfaces. It is assumed that the 

interfaces for the test cell cover plate cannot protrude above the floor of the access cell 

but must also be located in the space between the cover plate and the upper plug, so the 

TCCP will have four protuberances in its lower face. However the dimension of the 

shaft is not defined, and could be lower than the thickness of the TCCP (It is supposed 

that will be less than the thickness of the USP and LSP).  
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Bolt interfaces 

This will be restricted to the standard ISO Metric plain socket heads to BS EN ISO 

4762:1998, that is the preferred style of bolt head [25]. Where necessary a lead-in cone 

may be made to provide ease of engagement of the RH ring spanner (see Figure 7.3). In 

addition an integral shoulder is preferable to maintain engagement of the spanner. The 

thread will be done only on the surrounding shielding cover of the test cell. If a self-

locking is necessary, a Spiralock [25] thread form shall be the preferred method. 

It is preferable that all mechanical fasteners be held clear of mating components faces 

during assembly. The best method to achieve this is the pop-up method, where the bolt 

is captivated inside the TCCP and the pop-up is reach through a spring. Due to the lead 

of head protection, an exposed head is allow. The application of this method will remove 

the subtask of store the bolt, that will lead in save time and cost. An ideal example of 

the method is showed in the next picture: 

 

Figure 37- Thread Captivation – Spring not Flush [25] 

Where the threaded captivation method is used, the female thread form can be reduced 

to a half full thread depth to accommodate potential misalignment due to the heat-

expansion of the cover.  

 

 Seal of TCCP 

A rubber based sealing gasket is applied to tighten the TC with the TCCP so that a controlled 

atmosphere inside the TC can be achieved. This sealing gasket need to be removed and/or 

installed every time that the TCCP is opened/closed. 
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Figure 38 - TCCP with its Seal 

 Interfaces 

The interfaces of the sealing gasket are not defined because the part itself is not clear. 

However the component needs flat interfaces for the connection with the test cell and 

the TCCP.  

 Upper Shielding Plug (USP) 

It is designed to shield and close TC during the irradiation periods. During maintenance 

periods, this plug needs to be picked up, lifted and moved. The main characteristics are 

showed below [5]: 

· Dimensions: 5.5 m (L) X 4.4 m (W) x 1.25 m (H) 

· Weight: 120 Ton  

· Material: heavy concrete and covered with stainless steel plate 

 

 Interfaces 
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Figure 39 - Section of the Interface Matrix of the Test Cell Components: USP and Test Cell Interfaces 

This plug has the same interfaces explained in the previous paragraphs. Twist Lock 

interfaces for the lifting of the cover and dowels for the placement. In this case and due 

the thickness of the cover, the steel tube inside the cover will not have any protuberance.  

 Lower shielding plug 

It shields and closes TC during the irradiation periods. Moreover, LSP is designed to be 

actively cooled by helium to remove the nuclear heating generated during irradiation of the 

TMs. For this reason this plug has a cooling pipe that needs to be connected/disconnected. 

Like the other covers, LSP needs to be lifted and transported. The principal characteristics 

are [5]: 

· Dimensions: 4.8 m (L) x 3.6 m (W) x 1.25m (H) 

· Weight: 86 Ton 

· Material: heavy concrete and covered with stainless steel plate 
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Figure 40 - Section of the Interface Matrix of the Test Cell Components: LSP and Test Cell Interfaces 

The unique difference between this plug and the previous one is the addition of a cooling 

pipe system. The cooling system of the plug needs a connection technology able to work 

with RHE. The flanges on the end of the pipes are conical and so when the articulated 

collar is tightened it forces the flanges together and hence seals the connection. 

Operation of the connection only requires one interface with the RH equipment and can 

be performed using a bolt runner. The issue with this method in the application is that 

the RH interface is horizontal and therefore more difficult to operate.   
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Figure 41 Quick Disconnection System as designed for IFMIF [52] 
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 High Flux Test Module (HFTM) 

It is a structure that contains samples that will be irradiated in the irradiation period, and 

whose behaviour will be studied and analysed later. This structure needs to be 

connected/disconnected from connectors, cables and pipes before the installation/extraction 

by RH. The principal characteristics are: 

· Weight: ~ 570kg [10] 

· Dimensions specimens: 120mm (L) x 46.7mm (W) x 13.4 mm (H) [1] 

 

Figure 42 - HFTM view [28] 

 Interfaces 
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HFTM is a delicate component that needs a precise and correct positioning. The support 

structure allows accurate positioning with the goal of avoiding collision during 

insertion/extraction of the HFTM. This support structure has some interfaces with the 

surrounding test cell in order to fix the structure itself: There are two large pins which 

help to reach the correct direction, and two other pins enable reaching the proper 

position in the test cell (Dowel system). These pins are connected with the Test Cell. 

Furthermore, in the upper part of the support structure, some connection to test cell is 

needed, but because of the proper weight of the enhancement, it does not need to be 

fixed to the Test Cell. In order to lift and transport the system, a robotic tool interface is 

needed. 

Due to the weight of these components (less weight than the covers), the robotic 

interface is different. A pin connection that can actuate in three different positions has 

been designed [5]: 

 With pins “out”: BP is free from the gripper. 

 

 With pins “full-in”: BP is rigidly connected to the gripper.  
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Figure 43 - Section of the Interface Matrix of the Test Cell Components: HFTM and Test Cell Interfaces 
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 With pins “half-in”: there is some allowance between the gripper and the 

BP that allows BP extraction, leaving some residual freedom of 

displacement to the BP with respect to the gripper.  

 

 

Figure 44 - Pin System Interface 

The previous picture shows the robotic interface that needs the appropriate female pin-

hole interface in the component that needs to be lifted, for example, the support 

structure. 

The wheel system is temporary mounted on the HFTM and possesses four wheels to 

roll easier along the guiding rails of the support structure. The wheel system is connected 

to the upper part of the HFTM by four hook connectors. Also, the wheel system has to 

have the same pin interface connection with the robotic tool in order to be lifted. 

3.1.2. Definition of the first level of the manipulation procedure (without tools) 

identifying grasping interfaces and tolerances. 
 

The aim of this section is to provide a first approximation of the maintenance sequence. After 

knowing the components and interfaces involved in the system, it is time to make a sequential 

procedure of the maintenance task. The section has been split into two parts, one with the 

opening of the TC and the other one of the replacement of the cell.  

The preliminary operation to maintenance is based on opening the TC, once samples have been 

irradiated and the facility is turned off. . The “opening TC” task is performed from the AC using 

RH system. The operator using the RHE must remove TCCP and protections (USP and LSP) 

to open the Test Cell. This allows access to the TC for schedule maintenance or replacement of 

the HFTM that is the studied action. The inverse sequence will lead in the “closing TC” task. 

The sequence is explained in the next list: 

Task Subtask 

Unbolt TCCP Unbolt 

Store bolt? 

Remove TCCP Grasp TCCP 

Lift TCCP 

Transport TCCP to storage Position  

Release TCCP in the position 

Remove and Clean Sealing Gasket   

Remove USP Grasp USP 
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LIFT USP 

Transport USP to storage Position  

Release USP in the position 

Remove USP Disconnect the pipe 

Extract and store the pipe 

Remove LSP Grasp LSP 

LIFT LSP 

Transport LSP to storage Position  

Release LSP in the position 
Table 10 - First level of the maintenance procedure of the opening of the test cell 

1. Unbolt TCCP  

With the addition of the pop-up system (studied before) the storage of the bolt itself is not 

a problem. However the approximation to the bolt needs some guides. The fasteners should 

be modified commercial ones with a cone head guide in order to favour the coupling of the 

tool with the bolt. In the same sense, the socket head bolts has to enable misalignment of a 

ball ended key to be accommodated by the initial pilot hole. This could be done by a chamfer 

to across corners dimension from 90º to 120º. 

2. Remove TCCP 

2.1. Grasp TCCP 

The process of grasp the TCCP needs the correct alignment of the crane/robotic tool 

with the cover. Throughout the twist lock interface a total misalignment of 50 mm is 

assumed [26]. Due the shape of the twist lock head, the angle of approximation could 

change from 0º to 10º. Another option is the addition of the dowels near the twist-locks 

where the first approximation will be done by the dowels.  

 

 

2.2. Lifting TCCP 

TCCP will be lifted throughout some kind of crane with a generic tool provided with 

twist-lock interfaces that aims to lift not only the TCCP but also the USP and LSP that 

are the heaviest components inside the Test Cell. 

 

The dowels provide an accurate method of location but also an accurate method of 

extraction. The proportions of the dowel (length and diameter) must be sized 

appropriately with respect to the method of manipulation used and the anticipated loads 

that could be applied during assembly. Dowels should be as short as possible to provide 

adequate location and strength whilst minimising the risk of jamming. A generic ball-

ended dowel is suggested with the following tolerances: 
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Where parallel dowel pins are possible, they give a fully constrain between two mating 

surfaces. One dowel located in a fitted hole eliminates two translational DoF’s and the 

second dowel in a short slot eliminates a rotational DoF about the fitted hole: 

 

Figure 46 - Dowel Interface System for plug insertion 

 

With those interfaces the positioning tolerance for the plugs (all of them) is assumed to 

be approximately ±5mm. Furthermore, a gap between the plugs and the test cell walls 

is required for radiation resistance requirements. This gap in addition with a taper shape 

of 1.5º in the plugs and test cell walls is critical for increasing the capacity of lifting. In 

the case of USP and LSP the total misalignment of the covers is not the 10º of the 

dowels but also the taper angle of 1.5º. So the horizontal lifting tolerance for USP and 

LSP is within ±1.5° during the lifts. 

 

2.3. Transport TCCP to Storage Position and release in the storage position 

It is considered that only a horizontal translation or a vertical lifting movement could 

be done with the crane/robot. Furthermore these two translations will only occur 

individually. Impacts during the movements have to be considered as well as worst 

case that is the movement of the USP (heaviest component) at the maximum translation 

speed. These cases will be studied later. 

 

The transportation movement concerns from centre of the test cell (components already 

lifted) to the storage position. The storage position needs some requirements that are 

going to be listed below: 

Figure 45 - Dowel Interface System 
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- Due to the four twist lock protuberances in the lower part of the plate, the 

storage position cannot be the AC’s floor.  

- Due to the material of the sealing gasket (explained later) it is possible to 

have some remains on the facedown of the TCCP that have to be cleaned.  

- It is not possible to turn around the cover with the crane/robot.  

- Due to maintenance task, could be necessary to reach the facedown of the 

plate in order to fix bolt problems, twist lock interfaces problems or any other 

issue. 

The proposed solution revolves around a metal structure where the TCCP is placed 

above the floor level that aims to avoid the collision of the protuberances and is capable 

of support the weight of the whole cover and with the necessary amount of surface for 

the safety deployment of the cover. It is important to ensure that the lower part of the 

Cover is visible from the floor and can be reached by a robotic arm. The grasp interfaces 

between the cover and the storage support are the same dowels as the test cell have to 

locate the TCCP.  

 

Figure 47 - Test Cell Cover Plate and Sealing Gasket on the Test Cell 

The sealing gasket layout contains a groove inside the Test Cell where the gasket itself 

is placed. This groove has less area than the TCCP itself. The gap between the groove 

and the edge of the TCCP is the surface where the cover plate is stably placed without 

breakage problems. According to that, the TCCP support has to be a copy of the TC 

surface that aims to support the cover. The grasp interfaces between the cover and the 

storage support are the same dowels as the test cell have. With this easy design, the 

facedown central part is free for any cleaning procedure. It is important to notice that in 

a first approximation, a servo-manipulator has to enter inside the storage support 

structure with the aim of clean the TCCP situated above the structure, so the altitude of 

the support needs to allow the deployment of the robotic tool. An example of the support 

structure is showed below: 
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Figure 48 - Draft of a Storage Structure for TCCP 

 

3. Removing and Cleaning the Sealing Gasket 

The sealing gasket in addition with the TCCP have the function of maintaining a controlled 

atmosphere inside the test cell. This SG is located in a groove around the outside of the 

opening into the test cell as has been explained before. The seal should be tightened by the 

pressure different across the plate as the test cell is at a pressure of 50 – 200 hPa and the 

access cell at 1 bar. However at this point, one important issue is showed.  

 

The TCCP will have 4 protuberances on the facedown as a result of the twist lock grasp 

interfaces and also the sealing gasket needs to avoid that elements without the losing of 

pressure. Possible solutions: 

 

- Avoid the protuberances in the TCCP, making the twist lock interfaces with 

the same or less longitude than the thickness of the cover. 

- If the stainless steel liner is able to maintain the difference of pressure, the 

sealing gasket could be similar to a head gasket of an engine: only a small 

area around the groove will have a gasket. This gasket will be tightened not 

only by the pressure difference but also by the TCCP itself, making a 

hermetic space able to maintain the pressure inside the TC. 

 

The procedure of removing the Sealing Gasket from the Test Cell needs to be done by 

some kind of robotic tool. It is assumed that the sealing gasket will be similar to the second 

solution proposed before. According to that and due to the rubber based material of the 

sealing gasket, a suction cup grip is the suggestion for this interface.  

 

4. Removing USP 

All the process of removing the USP is similar to the one that is done with the TCCP. For 

this reason, and in order to avoid repetitions, only the differences are going to be taken into 

account.  

 Due to the thickness of the plug () the angle of approximation to the dowels is not 

10º (dowel maximum misalignment). It is 1.5º because of the wall’s taper shape.  
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 The Storage position of the plug can be the floor or any flat area.  

 

5. Disconnecting the Cooling Pipe of the LSP 

Cooling pipes for the LSP have to be connected to a helium cooling system. Fast 

Disconnection System has been studied as the interface between pipes and plug and/or TC 

walls. The final Layout of the system is showed in the next picture: 

 

 

Figure 49 - LSP Pipes with four Fast Disconnection System 

Important Characteristics of the system are explained below: 

- Due to the tolerance in the positioning of the LSP (±5mm), the horizontal 

section of the pipe must accommodate this tolerance in order to avoid the 

misalignment of the faces of the pipes. Furthermore, the tolerance in the 

location faces of the two sides of the pipe joints are expected to remain 

parallel [26]. The solution goes through a flexible section of pipe that will be 

fully straightened when the distance between the pipe joints is at a maximum. 

- The cooling system connection is located above the LSP filling USP space. 

USP will have a hole where accommodate the “pipe protuberance”. The leak 

of sealing function of the LSP has to be studied. 

- It is suggested to maintain the collar holding plate of the interface attached 

to the pipe that will be removed. 

- In order to store the removed pipes, a storage position with the same shape 

as the real connection is suggested. 

 

6. Removing LSP 

All the processes of removing the LSP are similar to the ones done in the TCCP and also in 

the USP. The differences explained for the USP are also applied here.  

 

The second part of the section implies the replacement of the HTFM located inside TC as shown 

in Figure 6. HFTM component contains samples that will be irradiated in the irradiation period; 

these samples will then be analysed [1]. After opening the test cell, the extraction of the HFTM 

and the replacement for a new one have to be done. The sequence of this operation is explained 

in below: 

Task SubTask 

Disconnection and removal of TMIH Switch off the HFTM cooling system 

Disconnect  He pipes from Test Cell 

Remove TMIH 

Storage TMIH 
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Unbolt HFTM from Test Cell   

Place HFTM support Structure   

Extract HFTM with the help of the 
Wheel System Pick Up HFTM by the Wheel System 

Lift and transport HFTM to storage position 

Release HFTM 

Put a new HFTM Pick Up the new HFTM by the Wheel System 

Lift and transport HFTM to Test Cell 

Place HFTM with help of supporting structure 

Release HFTM 

Extract HFTM Support Structure   

Connect the He pipes   
Table 11 - First level of the maintenance procedure of extraction the HFTM inside the Test Cell 

1. Disconnection and removal of TMIH 

It is important to define that the HFTM will have two different parts that have not been 

explained before: the main HFTM rectangular capsule and the Test Module Interface 

Head (TMIH) for the HFTM. This last part, as the name says, is the one that will be on 

the top of the module and it will have electrical and refrigeration connectors in order to 

connect the module with the Test Cell. It is the part of the system that connect the HFTM 

with the environment. HFTM rectangular capsule (HFTM) is the one that contains 

samples. 

 

The TMIH is showed in the next picture and it is possible to see the TMIH-Test Cell 

interfaces. Pipe interfaces will be the same as the one showed in the LSP (fast disconnect 

system). However the flexible part of the pipes is not necessary due to a small tolerance 

between the HFTM system (HFTM + TMIH) and the Test Cell. 

 

Figure 50 - Test Module Interface Head (TMIH) description with electric and cooling system 

Electrical connectors should be located in positions that do not interfere with the 

removal of the main components to avoid collision damage. They should be reliable, 

capable of being remotely engaged and disengaged, be accessible and easily 
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manoeuvred by the servo-manipulator via extension tools where this is required by 

space or insertion forces. The minimum space between connectors should be 40mm. 

Also an angle misalignment is not allowed in electrical pins. For this reason it is 

necessary to allocate the contact pins as close to a dowel as possible. The TMIH’s 

dowels will be located in the head itself in order to place the structure in the Test Cell 

with a big precision. Some electrical pin connection examples are showed below [25]: 

 

Figure 51 - Electrical Interface System with Dowels. Easy connection and Disconnection system 

The face-down of the TMIH will have interfaces for connecting to the HFTM body. 

This part of the structure is not reachable from the top of the test cell so RH operations 

are not allowed in this part. An autonomous connection system has to be designed in 

order to have an easy way of connecting/disconnecting the TMIH to/from the HFTM 

only with a lifting movement. The two parts involved in the operation are showed 

below: 
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Figure 52 - Body of HFTM and TMIH with the cooling tubes 

After the disconnection of the He pipes (quick disconnection system explained before) 

the TMIH will be lifted by the aim of four female pin connection system that has been 

explained before. The lifting movement has to be able to disconnect the TMIH from the 

main part of the HFTM and from the electrical connectors. TMIH could be stored on 

the floor of the cell. 

 

2. Place HFTM Support Structure 

The support structure will be placed by the aim of four enhancements showed in the 

figure. However the interface of these enhancements are four pin connection system that 

have been explained before. The alignment pins are connected with the Test Cell. The 

enhancement is just placed on the test cell by the aim of chamfers. Because of the proper 

weight of the system, the support structure does not need to be fixed to the Test Cell. 
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A first design of the system tried to place first the support structure itself and then the 

two enhancements. However it is easier and cheaper to fix the enhancements to the 

structure and place the whole system together. 

 

Figure 53 - HFTM Support Structure for extraction of HFTM Body with the help of a Wheel system 

3. Extract HFTM 

The first step for the extraction of the module (HFTM) is to place the wheel system 

inside the support structure with the aim of pin interfaces and some kind of robot. The 

aim of the wheel system is to attach the HFTM body (Remember that the TMIH is by 

this time removed) and extract the component safety.  

 

Figure 54 - Wheel System for extraction and/or insertion of HFTM Body through HFTM Support Structure 

Rotating Spindle 

HOOK

S 
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The four hooks of the wheel system will attach the HFTM body. The hooks have to be 

rotated in a range of 0 till 90º to enable grabbing the HFTM and passing its wings (red 

arrows). After rotating the hooks in the right position the spindle can be rotated which 

causes a vertical movement of the hooks until they reach the HFTM and being clamped 

to it (blue arrows) [29]. Two ways of doing the previous processes are listed below: 

 

- Manual attachment  

The rotation of the hooks and the spindles have to be done manually by an 

usual bolt tool. This means that the sequence of the process is as follows: 

attach and place the wheel system inside the support structure and above the 

HFTM – Release wheel system and attach a bolt tool – Rotate the hooks and 

the spindles – Release the bolt tool and attach the wheel system again – Lift 

the HFTM throughout the rails of the support system. 

- Automatic attachment 

The rotation of the hooks and the spindles have to be done automatically 

while the wheel system is attached to the robot. This means that the sequence 

of the process is as follows: attach and place the wheel system inside the 

support structure and above the HFTM – Rotate the hooks and the spindles 

– Lift the HFTM throughout the rails of the support system.  

It is easy to see that the time saved with the second sequence is not negligible. However 

the “automatic” wheel system is complex and needs to be designed. 

The last step is to release the HFTM on the storage position. Again, there are the same 

two ways of doing this step. 

4. Connection of new HFTM 

A new HFTM with new samples has to be placed ASAP in order not to waste test time. 

The placement of the new module is done by means of the wheel system (manually or 

automatically) and the support structure. After placing the HFTM body the support 

structure has to be released from the Test Cell, so the TMIH can be placed and 

connected.  

 

3.1.3. Selection of tools according to part interface and available workspace. 
The previous section has shown different moments where a tool is necessary in order to perform 

a task. This section will select that tools. The order of the list will follow somehow the 

maintenance procedure explained before. 

 Bolt Interface 

A bolting system is necessary in order to open the TCCP and also to disconnect the quick 

pipe system. Furthermore, the wheel system could need a bolting system. A universal 

bolting tool could be useful for all the different interfaces. However it is possible that other 

parts of the facility (different from test cell) need a bolt mechanism with some constraints. 

So a unique tool design for all the facility will lead in a reduction of cost.  
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A specific design with the bolting head relocated with respect to its motor with a 500 mm 

neck and a 90º angular head is showed in the next picture. Also, a universal bolting tool is 

showed below. 

  

  

Figure 55 – Custom bolting tool (Left) and Universal bolting tools (Two on the right) 

 

 Pin System Interface 

The pin interface will allow to grasp different kind of components such as HFTM support 

structure, wheel system and also the TMIH. Each of this needs a specific tool attached to 

the robot that can grasp and move the component. The tools need a specific design but a 

common interface between them and the end of the robot that can be a standardized GCS 

connection. Some of that components are listed below: 

 

HFTM Support Structure tool        TMIH tool 

 

 

 

 Twist Lock Interface 

Twist lock connection is placed on the plugs of the Test Cell. A unique tool is designed in 

order to grasp, lift and transport the three plugs. The main idea is to use a frame with four-

leg configuration to distribute the component weight as shown the next figure. This frame 

has four pin connection elements at each end. Moreover, the components to be lifted must 

be designed with the same connecting elements inserted into them, in order to be able to 

attach the frame. 

Figure 56 - HFTM tooling for transporting the Support Structure and the TMIH 
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Although each component sizes differently (USP: 5.5m (L) x 4.5m (W) x 1.25m (H), LSP: 

4.7m (L) x 3.6m (W) x 1.25m (H), TCCP: 7.6m (L) x 7.1m (W) x 0.2m (H)) a unique tool 

will attach all of them. The distance between the four twist locks should be maximised to 

maximise the stability of the plug during lifts. The primary function of the lifting frame is 

to transfer the load from the twist locks to the overhead crane.  A plan view of frame can 

be seen the next figure. The design of the frame ensures that the load carrying plates that 

interface with the twist locks are welded to the main body of the frame on three of the edges 

of the plates. The frame will be flexible enough to keep the loads on the twist locks similar, 

i.e. to ensure that all twist locks are in contact with the interfaces during all lifts. Interfaces 

between the frame and the crane are explained in annex I. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 57 - FS tool with four legs configuration compared with the size of the 3 plugs 

 Remove and Clean Sealing Gasket 

The aim of this tool is pick up the Sealing Gasket under the TCCP and transport it to the 

storage position or just throw away it. Also a new Gasket needs to be placed on the Test 

Cell. With a special design that fixes on the shape of the gasket, a metal structure with some 

small suction cups on the lower part can take the gasket with enough precision. The actual 

technology allows to have suction cup systems without external compressed air systems; an 

off-grid power supply and a vacuum tank are included on an autonomous suction cup 

system. The proposed system is an autonomous system (vacuum pump, battery and suction 

cups) over a frame [30]: 
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m 
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LSP 
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Figure 58 - Suction Cup Tool for removing the Sealing Gasket of the Test Cell 

After removing the gasket it is necessary to clean some parts of the test cell and the TCCP´s 

facedown. However the cleaning interface needs to be designed. 

 

 Remove tubes 

There are some other components that do not have a specific interface such as tubes, sealing 

gasket and etcetera. It is necessary a gripper that allows grasping components or tools to 

transport or perform tasks. The characteristic of the gripper are explained in the annex I. 

3.2. Manipulation Analysis 

3.2.1. Definition of the whole remote handling procedure. 
The procedure will start with the opening of the Test Cell and will end with the replacing of 

the HFTM. After this, the TC needs to be closed again. The procedure is showed through a 

sequential table. 

Step Task Possible RHE 

0 RHE in Rest Position   

1 Dock Bolting tool and move to TCCP Robotic Arm 

2 Unbolt TCCP Robotic Arm 

3 Dock TCCP/USP/LSP lifting tool and move to TC position Crane 

4 Take and lift up TCCP Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 

5 Transport the TCCP to the TCCP storage position  Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 

6 
Release TCCP/USP/LSP tool or Bolting Tool- Dock suction 

cup tool 
Robotic Arm or Crane 

7 Remove the old sealing of TCCP  
Robotic Arm or Crane + Suction Cup 

Tool 

8 Release Suction Tool (if necessary) - Dock Cleaning Tool Robotic Arm 

9 Clean Sealing Remains on Test Cell and under TCCP Robotic Arm + Cleaning Tool 

10 
Release Suction Tool  and Dock TCCP/USP/LSP Lifting 

Tool (If Necessary) 
Crane 

11 Take and Lift up USP Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 
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12 Transport USP to USP storage position  Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 

13 Stopping the active cooling of the LSP Human 

14 Release Cleaning tool  Robotic Arm + trolley + Cleaning Tool 

15 Dock Bolting Tool and move to LSP Cooling Pipes Robotic Arm + Trolley 

16 Disconnect quick disconnection system Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

17 Release Bolting Tool Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

18 Dock Gripper and move to LSP pipes Robotic Arm + trolley 

19 Take Pipes and transport to Pipe's Storage Position Robotic Arm + Trolley + Gripper 

20 Take and Lift up USP Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 

21 Transport LSP to LSP storage position Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 

22 
Release TCCP/USP/LSP Interface and move to Rest 

position 
Crane 

23 Release Gripper and dock bolting tool Robotic Arm + Trolley 

24 Switch off the cooling of the HFTM Hands on 

25 
Disconnect the He pipes "quick disconnect system" from 

the TMIH 
Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

26 Release the Bolting Tool - Dock TMIH  Tool Robotic Arm 

27 
Take and lift TMIH (Electric connections are unplugged 

automatically) 
Robotic Arm + TMIH Tool 

28 Transport TMIH to Storage Position Robotic Arm + TMIH Tool + Trolley 

29 
Release TMIH Tool and Dock HFTM Support Structure 

Tool 
Robotic arm 

30 Pick up HFTM support structure  Robotic arm + Support Structure Tool 

31 
Inserting and setting the temporary  support structure in 

the TC 
Robotic arm + Support Structure Tool 

32 
Release HFTM support Structure and dock wheel system 

Tool 
Robotic Arm 

33 Pick up HFTM Wheel System Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

34 
Inserting Wheel System in the support structure rails and 

placing it on the HFTM Body  
Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

35 
Lock HFTM Body: 
- Automatically with the Wheel system tool 
- Release the wheel system tool, dock a bolting tool, lock 

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 
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the HFTM's spindle and hook, release bolting tool, dock 
wheel system tool 

36 
Extraction of the HFTM body through the support 

structure with the wheel system locked 
Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

37 Transport HFTM to its storing position Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

38 
Put the HFTM into an appropriate shielded container and 

close it hermetically 
Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

Unlock Wheel system from HFTM: 
-Automatically 

- Manually 
Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

40 
Release wheel system tool and Dock the shielded 

container tool 
Robotic arm 

41 
Transport the shielded container until the corridor to be 

transported outside the building  
Robotic arm + Shielded container Tool 

42 Receive a new HFTM in the receiving area of the building   

43 
Release Shielded container Tool and Dock Wheel System 

Tool 
Robotic arm 

44 
Pick up the new HFTM: 
- Automatically locked 
- Manually locked 

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

45 
Insert the new HFTM body into the test cell through the 

support structure with the wheel system locked 
Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

46 
Unlock Wheel system from HFTM: 

-Automatically 
- Manually 

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

47 
Release wheel system tool and Dock the support 

structure tool 
Robotic arm 

48 
Pick up and take out the temporary  support structure in 

the TC 
Robotic arm + Support Structure Tool 

49 
Release the Support Structure Tool and Dock the TMIH 

Tool 
Robotic arm 

50 
Pick up TMIH and place it inside the Test Cell. Difficult 

operation Because the Electrical connections. 
Robotic arm + TMIH Tool 

51 Release TMIH Tool and Dock Bolting Tool Robotic arm 

52 
Connect the He pipes "quick disconnect system" from 

the TMIH 
Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

53 Switch on the cooling of the HFTM Hands on 

54 Close the Test Cell (Opposite operations) 

55 
Dock TCCP/USP/LSP Interface and move to LSP Storage 

Position 
Crane 

56 Pick up LSP and place inside TC Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 
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57 Release Bolting Tool and Dock gripper Robotic arm 

58 
Pick up LSP pipes and place it in the LSP quick disconnect 

systems (Could be necessary a pair of robotic arms) 
Robotic arm + Gripper 

59 Release Gripper and dock bolting tool Robotic arm 

60 Connect quick disconnection system Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

61 Activate the active cooling of the LSP Human 

62 Pick up USP and place it inside TC Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP tool 

63 
Release Bolting tool or TCCP/USP/LSP tool and Dock 

Suction cup tool 
Crane or Robotic arm 

64 Pick up new Sealing Gasket and place it inside TC Crane or Robotic arm + Suction Tool 

Release Suction cup Tool (If necessary) and Dock 
TCCP/USP/LSP Tool 

Crane 

66 Pick up TCCP and place it inside TC Crane + TCCP/USP/LSP tool 

67 
Release Suction cup tool (if necessary) and dock  Bolting 

tool 
Robotic arm 

68 Bolt TCCP Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

69 
Release TCCP/USP/LSP Interface and move to Rest 

position 
Crane 

70 Release bolting tool and move to Rest position Robotic Arm + Trolley 

Table 12 - Complete Remote Handling Procedure for replacement of HFTM 

3.2.2. Calculation of the robot workspace 
The aim of the section is the calculation of the manipulation primitives performed by robot in 

order to properly manipulate each part, prioritize the most dexterous directions such as top-

down. Sometimes there is no space to use some tool, so it is necessary to study the robot 

workspace and seek any problematic spot. 

A study of each tool and its primitives needs to be done. A schematic TC layout will be used to 

explain the most dexterous directions the robot will use. 

Bolting Tool 

The operations where the tool is used are showed below (using the previous table): 

2 Unbolt TCCP Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

16 Disconnect quick disconnection system Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 
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17 Release Bolting Tool Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

25 
Disconnect the He pipes "quick disconnect system" 

from the TMIH 
Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

52 
Connect the He pipes "quick disconnect system" 

from the TMIH 
Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

60 Connect quick disconnection system Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

68 Bolt TCCP Robotic Arm + Bolting Tool 

35 

Lock HFTM Body: 
- Release the wheel system tool, dock a bolting tool, 

lock the HFTM's spindle and hook, release bolting 
tool, dock wheel system tool 

Robotic arm + wheel system tool 

Table 13 - Operations that implies Bolting tool in the replacement of the HFTM operation 

The bolting of TCCP is performed with any problem due the huge space above the TCCP. 

Furthermore, the bolts are vertical and the approximation of the tool is just top – down.  

 

Figure 59 - Approximation for bolting the TCCP bolts 
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The locking of spindles and hooks of the HFTM needs to be studied. Although all the bolts are 

in vertical layout and look like very accessible (see section 3.1.2) the accessibility of the wheel 

system is restricted by the HFTM support system. This means that the bolts need to be bolted 

thorough the HFTM support system. In order to skip that restriction, the bolting tool needs to 

fix inside the support structure space. A specific bolting tool with a long neck is necessary. 

 

Figure 60 - Necessary approximation for locking the HFTM wheel system when it is placed inside the Support Structure. 

Finally, the quick disconnect system is placed where the tubes are vertical. This means that the 

orientation of the bolts is horizontal. In this case, the approximation to the bolts is not an issue 

as the previous paragraph. A horizontal bolting tool is needed in order to perform the 

connection/disconnection of the tubes. It is possible to use the same bolting tool as HFTM 

wheel system use if the tool is able to change the direction of the head 90º.  It is important to 

show some important restrictions: 

- The distance between the tubes on the LSP has to be enough to introduce the 

bolting tool. Also the gripper needs to pick up the tubes, so needs enough 

space to manipulate the tubes. It is suggested to place the quick disconnect 

bolt with opposite orientations (as shown in the picture) in order to have 

feasible workspace: 

 

Figure 61 - Approximation for bolting the Fast Disconnect system of the LSP Pipes 
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- The layout of the bolts on the TMIH quick disconnection system needs to be 

as far as possible to the electrical connectors: 

 

Figure 62 - Approximation for bolting the Fast Disconnect System of the TMIH 

TCCP/USP/LSP tool 

The aim of the tool is to pick up the covers and transport them to their storage position. This 

means that the workspace of the operations includes all the Access Cell. Due to the different 

storage positions some kind of trolley/crane is necessary to transport the components. The tool 

needs to fix inside the Test Cell hole. It is not a problem cause the tool needs to be smaller than 

the LSP, and this plug is the smallest one. There is ample vertical space to incorporate the frame 

with maximum ‘hook height’ of around 7m. A schematic view of the Access Cell and some 

trajectories are showed in the next picture: 

 

Figure 63 - TCCP/USP/LSP tool workspace 

HFTM tools 

These tools are the ones that need precise movements in order not to collide with any other 

component. All of these tools need to be simulated for testing the size of them inside the test 

cell during the maintenance operations. 

First of all the support structure needs to be placed with the help of the support structure tool. 

The length of both support structure plus support structure tool is considerable. The robotic arm 

has to make a top-down movement where the final part of the arm is not inside the test cell. The 

operation can be done with special focus at the final placement of the structure, where it is 

placed above the HFTM body. However the insertion of the wheel system is the hardest 

movement. The Wheel system tool needs to be small enough to fix inside the support system 
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and also needs to be precise enough to insert the wheels into the rails and then make a dexterous 

top-down movement without any misalignment. In this case the final part of the arm has to go 

inside the TC. Also the robot has to reach other locations on the AC (Above the TC) in order 

to pick up the tools and also to storage some components.  

3.2.3. Calculation of torques and forces to manipulation 
The section is split into different components: 

TCCP/USP/LSP Lifting 

The largest load that the plug replacement tools are required to lift is the weight of the upper 

shielding plug so it will be the worst case. The total load here is 120 tonnes, and so each of the 

four twist locks must support 30 tonnes of this load. There are also dynamic loads on the twist 

locks during vertical acceleration when lifting the plugs. The maximum acceleration expected 

during lifting is of the order of 10−3 m/s2 [31] and so for the upper shielding plug the maximum 

dynamic force is expected to be negligible. This gives a total load on each twist lock of 30 

tonnes [26]. 

The twist locks must also be able to withstand the forces of any impact during the removal / 

replacement operations. It is assumed that two translations will only occur: horizontal and 

vertical. They will occur individually and so no combined case needs to be considered. Impacts 

during both of these translations must be considered as they result in different types of stresses 

in the twist locks. The worst case impact forces will be for movement of the upper shielding 

plug at the maximum translation speeds. In both cases a minimal amount of total deformation, 

50 mm [26], is assumed and the plug is assumed to be stationary after travelling through this 

deformation distance.  A very simplified energy conservation calculation assuming a constant 

acceleration from initial velocity to stationary, with all kinetic energy from the initial motion 

converted into work to stop the plug, gives an average impact force of 33 kN in horizontal 

motion and one of 3 kN in vertical motion (equivalent to an additional 0.3 tonnes of vertical 

load). The vertical load in an impact is small at < 1% of the lifting load and so is not of concern. 

The horizontal impact force results in a shear force on the twist locks. The yield stress in shear 

is approximately half of the yield stress in tension. This means that, to conform to the same 

loading principles as for the tensile force, the maximum permissible shear force on a suitably 

sized twist lock is 155 kN. Obviously the 8.25 kN force on each twist lock is an order of 

magnitude lower than this and so is also not a concern. 

Gripper 

There is no specific force value for grasp components. However, there is a maximum gripping 

force to catch easier components. This quantity depends on the weight of the object and can 

range from 10 to 800 N. TCCP will weight approximately 40 tonnes but due to the difference 

of pressure (test cell is at a pressure of 50 – 200 hPa and the access cell at 1 bar) inside the test 

cell the plate has to support 100 tonnes force acting.  

Fasteners 

It is preferable that all mechanical fasteners be held clear of mating components faces during 

assembly. As has being said, the best method of achieving this is the pop-up method (See 

section 3.1.2). The desired spring load is from 5 to 15 N. 

Bolting Tool 
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Tightening torques for remote handling bolts are limited to those in the next table. These 

tightening torque limits allow for the potential need for twice the tightening torque to loosen 

the fastener. For larger bolt sizes, seek advice from the ITER RH section. Detailed instructions 

regarding torque tightening specific to the equipment being installed (eg. tightening sequence) 

must be provided to RH operational staff by an appropriate method / procedure. 

 

 
Table 14 - Tightening Torques 

 
 

3.3. Robot Selection and Control 

3.3.1. Robot Selection and mobile platform 
It is time to find the combination of robots that will perform operation with the required 

features. A combination of a crane and one or more robotic arms is necessary in order to make 

the replacement of the HFTM. The robotic selection is showed below: 

CRANE 

The selection is a Heavy Rope Overhead Crane (HROC) that aims to lift and transfer any 

weighty component in the Access Cell requiring moderate positioning accuracy. Also, it has an 

auxiliary hoist to help transporting some irregular pieces in a smaller range of weight such as 

the HFTM tools. It is a nuclear grade multi-rope double beam overhead crane above the Test 

Cell, at the top of the AC, where runway beams will be strategically located in both sides of the 

structure supporting the bridge crane. The crane will manipulate components such as TCCP, 

USP, LSP and HFTM shielded container. 

 

Figure 64 - Heavy Rope Overhead Crane Example 

The features of the crane have been deep explained in the Annex II of this document.  

ROBOTIC ARM 

Scope of this section is the selection and description of the conceptual design of the robot arm 

device that will perform the maintenance of critical components. However, the boundaries of 

the section will be the replacement of the HFTM (operation that is being studied). The design 

of the arm will be as general as possible in order to fulfil other requirements. 
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The objective of the arm goes from bolting or picking up lighter components (e.g. tubes) to 

lifting heavy components such as the HFTM (more than 500Kg) and its tool. Although exist 

some robots that can lift and manipulate that amount of weight (KUKA KR 1000 titan), the 

requirements of radiation do not allow to use them. The solution goes through a complex system 

that includes a bridge crane with a mast able to lift heavy components and a combined 

manipulator system with one or two hard-rad manipulators that will perform precise operations. 

The ACMC will be a nuclear grade double beam overhead crane, similar to the previous crane 

(HROC). However the use will be completely different. It will lift and slightly tilt light-weight 

components (< 1 ton). Moreover, middle weight components (< 3 ton) could be moved by an 

auxiliary hoist. The crane will be equipped with a telescopic mast. The aim of this crane is not 

to only lift weight but also to support and locate different tools that will perform a huge range 

of maintenance tasks. 

The mast will have a Gripper Change System (GCS) which allows using different end effectors, 

because interchangeability can be a method to save time and money. The GCS is allocated at 

the crane boom end plate, and allows the crane to attach a combined Manipulator System (CMS) 

and a Parallel Kinematic Manipulator (PKM). All of these end effectors are explained in annex 

II. Every tool/positioner/manipulator has a GCS allocated at the top of the tool [32] in order to 

be attached to the mast. 

A deeper explanation of the system is done in the annex II. 

3.3.2. Definition of remote handling supervisory control mode (automatic or 

guided). 

The RH equipment will be directly controlled by a control system capable of providing semi-

manual, manual and test control modes to the RH equipment and tools (Some pieces of 

equipment will not require all the modes). 

It will consist of Industrial Control Systems including smaller control system configurations 

such as skid-mounted programmable logic controllers (PLC). Signal transfer with the host 

system is performed via LAN. Also Real-time surveillance and on-service monitoring of the 

RH System shall be provided for any operation, especially those safety related. Tables, 

monitors, screens, computers, certain control devices, control panels, masters for the 

servomanipulators, alarm signs, etc., are the main elements necessary for semi-manual and 

manual control modes. The control hardware is filled by PLCs, drivers for the motors, power 

switches, protections, safety electric/electronic elements, and certain electronic I/O cards. 

It is proposed to add high level codes for Virtual Reality, collision detection, pre-planning the 

RH operations by virtual reality and virtual tests, etc., belongs to the High Level Software. All 

of these features will be used for a semi-manual control of the RHE.  

Due to the amount of sensors necessary for making an autonomous mode, it is supposed to have 

a guided control of the equipment. 

3.3.3. Simulation of the procedure in a VR environment. 
Some steps of the procedure need to be simulated in order to seek collision points and 

problematic movements. Also it is important to develop a simulator where test and validate RH 

maintenance procedures in a Virtual Reality context. These systems include a physical 

simulator to simulate remote procedures with realistic contact interaction. Using a haptic master 
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arm and a force feedback control, the simulator is able to provide realistic situation force 

feedback to the operators. The interactive simulation is instrumental in validating realistic 

maintenance scenario with remote handling [33]. 

Some simulators are used not only in the design stage but also during the operation of the 

facility. In the JET, a real-time simulator with 3D computer graphic models for preparation and 

support of remote handling operations has been in use since the mid-1980s [34]. However and 

for Dones project, the simulation will help in the design step of the RHE. 

An overview of all of the rooms, including those which remain the same, and those which 

change in scope can be found in CATIA models. CATIA (computer-aided three dimensional 

interactive application) is a commercial computer program of design, fabrication and aided-

engineering by Dassault Systèmes. The program aims to help from the design to the production. 

Also DELMIA (from Dassault Systèmes too) is a Global Industrial Operations software that 

specializes in digital manufacturing and manufacturing simulation. The DONES 3D CAD 

models are based on the IFMIF 3D models. They provide a draft representation of the 

configuration of the DONES plant. They can be used to give an indication of the size of the 

building, the space constraints for the complete design, and a rough overview of the 

configuration of the accelerator inside the building. 

The simulation of opening the test cell has been carried by DELMIA software. Some equipment 

as the crane or the robotic arm are only an example and are not the final design. The simulations 

are carried during the design stage so the equipment is improving continuously. Some examples 

are showed in the next pictures.  

 

Figure 65 - First simulation of the Access Cell in ROS 
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Figure 66 - Catia Simulation of AC and RHE 

         

 

Figure 67 - Opening of Test Cell, Delmia Simulation 

 

 

Figure 68 - Kinematic process for simulation on a crane 
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CHAPTER 4 Conclusion 
 

The document has explained the actual design of DONES RHE and also some RH procedures 

performed in ITER and IFMIF. Furthermore, following a RH Methodology the extraction of 

the TC of DONES has been studied. The methodology has realised some issues in the actual 

design of the equipment and some points of improvement.  The conclusion of the document 

could lead in a list of improvement points that the methodology has shown. It aims to be a 

“black box” where the critical points are listed. The methodology tries to provide a solution for 

each issue. 

Component Problem Possible Solution 

Sealing Gasket TCCP has 4 protuberances 
Eliminate the protuberances from 

TCCP, make a "engine" gasket. 

  How to remove the gasket Suction cup tool 

  Clean the remains Cleaning tool 

TCCP Cannot be stored on the floor 
Storage structure 

  Necessity of reach the face down 

  Bolt Captivation Method 

TCCP/USP/LSP Necessity of well-place the plates Dowels 

HFTM Electrical connections 
TMIH connectors 

  Cooling connections 

  HFTM extraction not clear sequence of replacement 

  Wheel system attachment Manual or automatic 

  Rotate the hooks and spindles (if 
necessary) Bolting Tool 

Tubes of LSP Collision with USP Hole on the face down of USP 

ACMC Height of the mast could lead in 
misalignment 

Have the rails of the ACMC in a 
lower position 

Robotic System 
Trolley Based 

Connection of the trolley with the 
rails has to support a big amount of 
torque 

Not defined 

TIR Equipment Design of the new RHE for the AC 
above the TIR Rail Carriage Deployment 

Procedures 

  

 

Table 15 - Remote Handled Issues found through the application of a Remote Handling Design Methodology 

 

The document aims to be an example of the implementation of the methodology. Also a deep 

analysis of the RHE of the DONES facility has been done and will be used for different purposes 

inside DONES project. Also a summary of Remote Handling operations performed in different 
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nuclear facilities has been done with the aim of provide acknowledge of the state of the art 

inside these kind of facilities. 
 

DONES IFMIF ITER 

Transport of heavy 
loads 

Heavy Bridge Crane up to 120 ton Gantry Crane up 
to 40 ton 

Transport Strcture over a 
air support system 

Trolley Wheel System 
  

Piston System 
  

Transport of Light 
loads 

Light Bridge Crane Jib Cranes 
 

Secondary Hoist  
  

Deployment of the 
equipment 

Mast Crane 
 

Manipulator deployed by 
a circular rail and 
support equipment 

Trolley based System 
  

Rail Carriage inside the cell 
  

Accurate Remote 
Handling Tasks 

(assembly, bending, 
cutting, drilling, 
hammering, routing..) 

 
 

Servo Manipulator with force reflection controlled remotely by a master-slave 
system 

 

Vision and Inspection Commercial Cameras with 
Illumination system over the 
Remote Handling Equipment 

Camera System 
with periscope 
covers 

 

Table 16 - Operations performed by remote handling equipment 
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ANNEXX I Additional Information 
 

With the aim of making easy the reading of the test, the specific description of the components 

will be done in this part of the essay. 

1. TWIST LOCK INTERFACE 
The interface has two different parts that work together. One is fixed to the crane or robot and 

the other one is attached to the components that will be lifted. The main characteristics are 

explained below: 

 Crane/Robotic tool interface 

In order to size the interface, the “shaft undercut diameter” (minimum diameter of the shaft) 

is the weakest point in the twist lock (male interface, on the robotic tool) and is designed to 

give a definite point of failure so that the twist lock can be safely sized. According to [27] 

the diameter should be 58 mm for a 13 tonnes capacity. It is assumed that the same steel 

will be used as suggested in the standard and so the increase in load will be fully accounted 

for by scaling up all dimensions of the twist locks. Following a simple tensile stress equation 

it is possible to calculate the standard dimension of the shaft for a 30 tonne load twist-lock: 

 𝜎𝑡 =
𝐹𝑡

𝐴
   𝑑𝑝 = √

𝐹𝑡𝑝

𝐹𝑡𝑠
𝑑𝑠

2
 

The new shaft dimension is d = 88.1 mm [26]. 

It is necessary to mention the requirement of an accurate rotation through 90º with 

confirmation of the orientation of the twist lock and provision of sufficient torque to rotate 

it. The definition of the system will be studied later with the robotic/carne tool. 

 

The load is reacted via a ‘key’ at the top of the twist lock, which mechanically connects the 

shaft of the twist lock to a sleeve using four M16 bolts. This sleeve transfers the load to the 

lifting frame, and provides the connection to the twist lock actuation system. The twist lock 

rotates in two plain bearings and is prevented from moving upwards by a collar underneath 

the upper bearing. 
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 Plugs and Cover interface 

The interface itself must allow location twist lock in the interface, rotation of the twist lock, 

and provide a lifting surface for the twist lock. The twist lock is inserted in the unengaged 

orientation, locating in the interface using the taper in the top surface. It is then lowered 

until the lifting frame is resting on the top of the interface. The interface and twist locks are 

dimensioned such that there is a gap between the lifting surfaces on each component when 

the lifting frame is in this location. This allows free rotation of the twist lock to the engaged 

orientation. The twist lock will engage with the lifting surface of the interface when the 

crane starts to lift. When the plug is returned to the ground the crane/robot will lower until 

the lifting frame comes into contact with the interface before the twist lock is rotated. It is 

imperative that the interfaces are the highest point on the plug to ensure that there is a gap 

so that the twist locks can be rotated. This aligns with the requirement to locate the 

interfaces as high as possible to reduce the streaming.  

 

 

Spigot is fixed to lifting frame and 

ensures that the twist lock is 

correctly located 

Key at top of twist lock 

transfers load into lifting 

frame via four M16 bolts (not 

shown) 

Twist lock 

rotates within 

spigot 

Prevents 

upward 

movement 

of twist 

lock 

Figure 69 Twist lock and interface 
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2. WEDGING AND JAMMING 
Both problems are very important when a remote handling operation is being done with a heavy 

components. Wedging occurs when forces between the two assembled parts are internally 

balanced. When this occurs an additional force is required to deform the items in order to release 

them. On the other hand, jamming occurs when an external force causes two plant items to 

lock-up during assembly. When the external force is removed, these forces diminish and the 

two items are no longer jammed. Both conditions must be eliminated in the design of the tools.  

 

    Figure 71 – Jamming [25]         Figure 72  - Wedging [25] 

Figure 70 Twist lock engagement in plug interface 

Lifting frame rests on the 

top of the interface during 

twist lock rotation 

Gap between twist lock 

and interface lifting 

surfaces to allow rotation 

Taper to aid twist lock 

location 
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3. INTERFACE MATRIX 
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4. GRIPPER 
The gripper allows grasping components or tools to perform tasks. For each task a special 

tool will be designed or used, but to hold the tools during a work cycle or to direct contact 

with the environment, the operator will control a gripper with some fingers. There are 

grippers of different types, for example they can be composed by two fingers, three fingers 

or even five fingers. But, if accuracy is necessary on the task, the gripper should have 2 or 

3 fingers (multi-finger). 

On these conditions, the gripper should be adaptive, because it is necessary a good 

manoeuvrability. However, if the hand is an adaptive gripper with three fingers, it means 

that you will have a greater flexibility and more reliability to grip or grasp different kinds 

of objects' parts [35]. The aim of this idea is to grasp specific tools with an auxiliary support, 

as shown in the following pictures [36]: 

 

 

 

It is important to advise that every component that needs to be grasped by the gripper should 

have Staggered guides (see figure below). Staggering reduces the number of degrees of 

freedom in sequential stages in order to better avoid tilt, seizing or damage to components 

during installation and removal. In a tube, the guides are located at both mating faces. 

Figure 74- Cutting Tool 

Figure 73- Example of adaptive grippers with three fingers. 

Figure 75 - Bolting Wrench Tool 

Figure 76 - Bolting Wrench Tool 
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Figure 77- Electrical connector with staggered guides in order to be grasped 

5. TCCP, USP and LSP tool Interfaces 
The interface between the lifting tool and the crane could be an eyebolt with a shackle as 

indicated in the next figure: 

 

 
Figure 78 - Eyebolt with a shackle for the  connexion between component and 

interface.  

 

The hook can never be inserted directly into the eyebolt (Figure 79). A design with a shackle to 

connect eyebolt to sling hook or hoist hook must be always used. 

Figure 79 - Hook to connect  interface with eyebolt and shackle.  
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ANNEXX II DONES REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
 

The aim of this section is to explain the current design of Remote Handling (RH) systems inside 

DONES building. It includes Remote Handling Equipment (RHE), interfaces and tools to 

perform RH maintenance. The level of design of the components and equipment are different 

depending of the area and the deepness of the explanation of each equipment will differ. New 

layouts of the building are added in this section. 

After knowing the main characteristics and uses of the DONES RHE the reader will had a 

specific idea about the kind of equipment referred in this report.  

1. COMPONENTS TO BE MANIPULATED 
 

The aim of this section is to describe each component in order to have an idea about the 

characteristics of the components that the Remote Handling Equipment will manipulate. Just 

the components to be manipulated will be described in this section in spite of all the boundaries 

of the RH maintenance inside DONES. First of all, it is important to explain the aim tele-

manipulation. 

 

 Test Cell Cover Plate (TCCP) 

The aim of this plate is to cover and isolate the Test Cell from the Access Cell. It is a heavy 

component that needs to be lifted and transported to a storage place when any maintenance 

task is required in the Test Cell. Also this component will be bolted, so will need to be 

screw/unscrew. Some important characteristics are showed below [5]: 

· Solid plate with an internal framework  

· Dimensions: 7.6m (L) x 7.1m (W)  x 0.2m (H) 

· Weight: >100 Ton (Due to the different pressure between TC and AC) 

· Material: concrete 
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Figure 80 - Simulation of TCCP 

 Seal of TCCP 

A rubber based sealing gasket is applied to tighten the TC with the TCCP so that a controlled 

atmosphere inside the TC can be achieved. This sealing gasket need to be removed and/or 

installed every time that the TCCP is opened/closed. 

 

Figure 81 - TCCP with its Seal 

 Upper Shielding Plug (USP) 

It is designed to shield and close TC during the irradiation periods. During maintenance 

periods, this plug needs to be picked up, lifted and moved. The main characteristics are 

showed below [5]: 

· Dimensions: 5.5 m (L) X 4.4 m (W) x 1.25 m (H) 

· Weight: 120 Ton  

· Material: heavy concrete and covered with stainless steel plate 
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 Lower shielding plug 

It shields and closes TC during the irradiation periods. Moreover, LSP is designed to be 

actively cooled by helium to remove the nuclear heating generated during irradiation of the 

TMs. For this reason this plug has a cooling pipe that needs to be connected/disconnected. 

Like the other covers, LSP needs to be lifted and transported. The principal characteristics 

are [5]: 

· Dimensions: 4.8 m (L) x 3.6 m (W) x 1.25m (H) 

· Weight: 86 Ton 

· Material: heavy concrete and covered with stainless steel plate 

 

Figure 82 - Overview of TC, especially the main components for opening and closing TC [1] 

Figure 82 shows the main components that are explained in this section. 

 Target Assembly (TA) 

It allows the nuclear reaction by D-Li. TA includes the concave shaped open channel 

(Backplate) that creates a lithium surface, where it is exposed to the accelerator vacuum and 

the D beams impinges on the liquid metal. It has a Fast Disconnecting System (FDS) by 

bolts, so it is necessary to screw/unscrew in order to replace the component. The total weight 

of the removable part is about 900 kg. 
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 Back Plate (BP) of the TA 

The aim of BP is to create the concave channel for the lithium flow, assuring at the beam 

footprint region the specified thickness (1.8 mm) to guarantee the required neutron flux to 

the test modules (TM). It is bolted to the BP and need to be screw/unscrew after/before the 

installation/extraction. The main characteristics are showed below [5]: 

· BP is a nearly square plate locked on the frame of the TA 

· BP is connected to the TA body sealed by a flange gasket with a rectangular metal and 

fixed by a complex system  

· Required seating load on the gasket (180 N/mm) is produced by the combined action of 

eight M10 bolts and two skate systems (Figure 2) 

· Detachment screws are used to assure the required detachment force 

· Dimensions: 630 mm x 640 mm 

 

Figure 83 - Details of BP component 

 

 High Flux Test Module (HFTM) 

It is a structure that contains samples that will be irradiated in the irradiation period, and 

whose behaviour will be studied and analysed later. It is next to the TA inside the TC, as 

shown in Figure X. This structure needs to be connected/disconnected from connectors, 

cables and pipes before the installation/extraction by RH. The principal characteristics are: 

· Weight: ~ 570kg [10] 

· Dimensions specimens: 120mm (L) x 46.7mm (W) x 13.4 mm (H) [1] 
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Figure 84 - HFTM view [28] 

 

 TIR-TIR closing plug 

It is a plug between the two rooms of the Access Cell. In a first approximation, this plug 

will have more than 120 ton [6]. However, it could be designed in more than one layer, and 

the maximum weight will be less than 120 ton. This component needs to be lifted and 

transported in order to have access to both rooms. 

 

Figure 85 - New layout of the Access Cell and the Closing Plug 
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2. RH EQUIPMENT IN TEST SYSTEM 
 

The section will be focused in the RHE inside the Test System. It is important to say that the 

deepness of the design of each equipment is different due to the different information available. 

However, all the equipment need to follow some basic rules. 

Due to the basic guidelines for the design of remotely maintained components in the test 

facilities, the principal requirements to consider for the integration and design of the RHS and 

components are explained below [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42]: 

 Capability for all the required RH operations and procedures: the RH systems shall 

be capable of performing all the required RH operations and procedures foreseen in the 

DONES maintenance management plan. 

 

 Fulfilment of DONES Plant availability: The RH system shall be capable of fulfilling 

the maintenance schedule of DONES. 

 

 Recovery and rescue: the RH systems shall be conceived and designed for safe, prompt 

and feasible recovery and rescue. Wherever possible they will be designed to self-

recover from failures. Development of rescue options for unrecoverable failure 

scenarios is also requested. 

 

 Integration: The RH systems shall be integrated with the general standards (control 

system, communication network, interfaces, control panel, etc.) of other DONES RH 

Systems. 

 

 Maintenance requirements: the RHS shall be designed for easy maintenance: 

modularity, integration of diagnostics and easy decontamination to allow hands-on 

replacement and repair are mandatory to pursue in the design of the RHS. 

 

 Flexibility: the RH equipment should be flexible enough to cope with reasonable 

upgrades of the facility. Certain balance of the increase of cost of the RH 

equipment/tools in relation to the probability of such upgrades should be achieved. 

 

 Accessibility: cranes and robots should have sufficient space in the work area to avoid 

obstacles and collisions.  

 

 Modularity: the modularity simplifies RH tasks since smaller parts or divided the 

component in different parts; it is easier to diagnose fault and more manageable in terms 

of weight and volume. Modularity should be applied whenever it is possible, but without 

compromising the safety of the installation. 

 

 Simplicity: design of components should facilitate the RH task, since it reduces 

downtime. The designs of components must compatible with RHE. A complex design 

that could simplify iterative maintenance task is preferable.  
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 Positioning aids intend an accurate, fast and simple assembling and positioning of the 

components by using staggered alignment guides and reference points and surfaces.  

 

 Standardization: The components or elements should be standard or at least comply 

with the standards. Using standards have several advantages such as increase in 

reliability, assurance of a level of quality, security, robustness and reliability of 

components. It also avoids high cost due to errors or lack of information since the 

characteristics are registered and defined. 

 

 Environmental conditions: The RHS should be designed to withstand to severe 

environmental condition of DONES (preliminary calculations of the Radiation level and 

decay heat in each area of DONES are available. Dose rates map need to be updated as 

soon as possible. 

 

 Decontamination:  the activated components must be removed from the DONES plant. 

All activated components have to be placed inside a blind container and extracted 

through a corridor connected directly with the outside facility. 

 

 

1) Heavy Rope Overhead Crane (HROC) 
Heavy Rope Overhead Crane (HROC) aims to lift and transfer any weighty component in the 

Access Cell requiring moderate positioning accuracy. Also, it has an auxiliary hoist to help 

transporting some irregular pieces in a smaller range of weight [19]. It is a nuclear grade multi-

rope double beam overhead crane above the Test Cell, at the top of the AC, where runway 

beams will be strategically located in both sides of the structure supporting the bridge crane. 

The crane will manipulate components such as TCCP, TC shield plugs, PCPs, Transport Casks 

for HFTM and TA that have been explained in the previous section. Before make an analysis 

of the machine, it is important to know which kind of maintenance the crane will perform. 

Purposes 

 Opening and close the Test Cell Cover Plate (TCCP) 

The crane takes and lifts the cover plate and it transports the TCCP to its storage 

position. This component weight more than 100 ton, and it is the heaviest components 

to carry by the crane. 

 

 Removal and installation of the Upper shielding plug (USP) 

The crane needs to take and lift up the USP and to transport it to its storage position. 

 

 Removal and installation of the Lower Shielding Plug (LSP) 

The crane needs to take and lift up the LSP and to transport it to its storage position. 

 

 Replacement High Flux Test Module (HFTM) 

When the HFTM is placed into a shielded container, HROC aims to transport this 

shielded container through the corridor outside the building.  
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Figure 86 - Heavy Bridge Crane example 

Characteristics 
After known the aim of the crane, the main characteristics are explained below [5]: 

 The initial design of the crane main hoist is for the maximum weight of 120 ton (Critical 

part: TCCP) and minimum of 1 ton.  

 

 The auxiliary hoist aims to translate other lighter components and also to help lift and 

support irregular pieces. This secondary tool will have 15 ton load capability with one 

degree of freedom (Z’). This hoist will be added to the main trolley so it will have the 

same precision and accuracy than the main hoist. 

 

 The crane needs to reach all points of the AC and also some points inside the TC, so the 

dimensions of the crane are predetermined by the dimensions of the room. The current 

Dimensions of the DONES AC are: Length [m] x Width [m] x Height [m] – 62 x 9 x 

13. Figure 87 

 

 

Figure 87 - Simulation and Dimensions of Access Cell 

 

 The estimated weight is between 60 and 75 ton without end effectors. 
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 HROC has 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) that allow the crane to reach almost all points 

inside the AC: Lifting (Z), trolley (Y), longitudinal (X), vertical axis rotation of the load 

(RZ) and, two more degrees given by the auxiliary hoist lifting (Z’) and transversal 

displacement (Y’). 

 

 The crane is able to have a precision of 0.5mm and accuracy of ±5mm for the trolley 

and girders. Regarding to vertical lifting and rotation, the precision is 1mm and 0.02º 

and the accuracy is ±20mm and ±0.2 respectively. 

 

 Due to the weigh and dimensions of the crane (runway beams longitude up to 60m) 

anti-jamming capability is required. This factor depends on the design of the 

components, with emphasis on the wedged shape or not of the TC shielding plugs and 

the way of fixing the runway beams to this shielding plugs. Welded solutions are 

strongly recommended to save global costs [19]. 

 

 The required maximal radiation dose resistance of the trolley and girder elements are 

50 Gy/h, and the integral gamma dose resistance of these elements are 20 kGy. Also 

some others requirements are needed: 

- Motors and electrical cables shall be shielded.  

- Cameras on the crane shall be rad-hard and easily changeable.  

- Electronic drivers for the motors will be located outside of the AC. Sensors will   

be shielded by the structural steel of the crane and will be rad-hard and/or little 

sensitive to radiation.  

- Grease for ropes, if any, will be radiation resistant. 

 

 The crane will be designed according to NUREG-0554 for the safe handling of the 

loads. This means that a single failure will not lead in the loss of the capability of the 

system to safely retain the load. All the critical mechanisms must be duplicated. Also it 

is necessary to use de-rating, redundancy and high quality standards. Finally the hook 

must reach the 300% of the nominal load according to ANSI N14.6. [19].In order to 

recovery and rescue of the crane, simple (dis)assembling of critical parts of the crane 

shall be possible by hands-on and/or RH.  

 

 Potential manufacturers and suppliers licensed according to NUREG-0554 [4] are:  

- COAPSA (Spain). 

- PaR Nuclear (USA).  

- Kone Cranes (Finland). 

 

Layout 
The bridge span is an important requirement in this crane. Two longitudinal runway beams 

will be fixed on the sides of the cell that will attach the bridge drive wheels. The bridge 

crane itself will cross these two beams and two bride girders will be at the top of the beams 

in order to fix the trolley frame. This trolley will be composed of wheels (Main 

approximation is 4 wheels), two of them equipped with motor-reducers and brakes. The 

bridge itself will be composed by a motor-reducer and a cable winding drum on each side.  
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A challenge would be a crane that supported the maximum load capability with a bridge 

span (Distance between each bridge beam) restricted by the Access Cell dimension, because 

the width of the room is too small (9 meters) for this specification, as indicated in Figure 

87. 

 

Figure 88 - Overhead Crane Components. Basic components in commercial bridge cranes [43] 

HROC will be on the top of the cell, and ACMC (that will be explained later) will be under 

the first one, with enough space to avoid any collision. Both cranes will have the same span 

and beam longitude, but different characteristic due to the different propose of each other. 

However an anti-collision system between both cranes will be necessary for the safety 

performance of the maintenance tasks. 
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Figure 89 - RH equipment in the Access Cell 

2) Access Cell Mast Crane (ACMC) 
The ACMC will be a nuclear grade double beam overhead crane, similar to the HROC. 

However the use will be completely different. It will lift and slightly tilt light-weight 

components (< 1 ton). Moreover, middle weight components (< 3 ton) could be moved by an 

auxiliary hoist. The crane will be equipped with a telescopic mast. The aim of this crane is not 

to only lift weight but also to support and locate different tools that will perform a huge range 

of maintenance tasks. 

The mast will have a Gripper Change System (GCS) which allows using different end effectors, 

because interchangeability can be a method to save time and money. The GCS is allocated at 

the crane boom end plate, and allows the crane to attach a combined Manipulator System (CMS) 

and a Parallel Kinematic Manipulator (PKM). All of these end effectors will be explained later. 

Every tool/positioner/manipulator has a GCS allocated at the top of the tool [32] in order to be 

attached to the mast. 
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Figure 90 - ACMC Simulation 

Purposes 
Although the purpose of the whole ACMC plus the end effectors is to perform complex 

maintenance task, this section will be focus on the purpose of only the crane and the mast, 

with the GCS attached. 

- Lift and transport sligjlty and middle weight components (< 3 tons) 

- Be able to attach different frames in order to lift and transport components through a 

PKM tool 

- Be able to attach one or two servo-manipulators (CMS) 

 

Characteristics [19] 
The Trolley of the crane can approximate support 3 ton. However, the telescopic mast 

without any tool attached can support 1500 kg. The weight of the telescopic mast is 1000kg 

and the weight of the servo-manipulator is 500 kg, so the combined manipulator system can 

lift light-weight components less than 1 ton.  

 

 An auxiliary hoist attached directly to the trolley can lift middle weight components (<3 

tons). 

 

 In the same way as the HROC, ACMC needs to reach all points of the AC, so the 

dimensions of the crane are predetermined by the dimensions of the room: 62m x 9m x 

13m. 

 

 Total weight of the crane is between 5 and 10 tons. 

 

 The crane with the mast have 6 degrees of freedom (DoF): Longitudinal (X), trolley 

(Y), telescopic mast lifting (Z) and rotation of the telescopic mast (RZ). Three extra 
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DoF are added by the Grapple (2 slight tilting and gripping) and more DoF are added 

by the servo-manipulator. 

 

 The trolley and girders are capable of reaching a precision of 0.2mm and an accuracy 

of ±2mm. Furthermore, the precision of the mast (vertical lifting) is 0.2mm and the 

accuracy is ±2mm. 

 

 ACMC is lighter than HROC but the crane requires anti-jamming capabilities too. The 

wedged shape or not of the TC shielding plugs and the way of fixing the runway beams 

to this shielding plugs are a critical factor in order to save global costs and reach the 

necessary toughness. 

 

 Radiation resistance for the trolley elements are 200 Gy/h with and integral dose of 100 

KGy. The Radiation resistance for the bottom part of the telescopic Mast is 1000 G/h. 

Equal to the HROC, some parts of the crane need to be shielded. 

 

 The crane will be designed according to NUREG-0554 for the safe handling of the 

loads, so that a single failure will not result in the loss of the system’s capability to 

safely retain the load. All the critical mechanisms must be duplicated, as on the HROC, 

and it is necessary to use de-rating, redundancy and high quality standards. 

 

 Due to the light load capacity of the crane it is possible to find commercial solutions 

with a span dimension (distance between each bridge beam) of 9m. Enough companies 

supply cranes with telescopic masts for nuclear environment: ‘Babcock Noell’, 

‘Walischmiller’ and ‘PAR Systems’ [4] and [6]. After analysing the equipment of these 

companies, this section wraps the following conclusions: 

 

- The load capacity is at least fulfilled by one of the possible suppliers: A1000 [4]. 

The load capacity of the M3000 and M6000 from PaR Systems should be increased.  

 

- Accuracy and speed are appropriate. 

 

- Radiation resistance might require some small enhancement. The radiation hardness 

required is achieved by some commercial telescopic masts, like A1000 (from 

0.1MGy to 1 MGy if required, 1000 Gy/h up to 2000 Gy/h) mast from 

Wallischmiller [4]. 
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Figure 91 - A1000 Manipulator. 

Layout 
The layout of the ACMC has been studied together with the HROC in the previous section. 

It will be a bridge crane similar to the HROC and it will be under the first big crane (Figure 

89). 

Interfaces: GCS 
The remote handling and maintenance inside the Access Cell is based on the idea of a 

reconfigurable modular device connected to the ACMC. In this sense, the boom of the 

ACMC will be equipped with a Gripper Change System (GCS) to increase the modularity 

and to reduce the costs of the RHS [44]. This element allows to use different end effectors 

and it is going to be explained in this section. 

The GCS solution is frequently used in industrial automation to change a robot tool (this 

device is also called tool changer) but bigger GCS size (recently introduced in the industrial 

market for increased robot payload) can be considered to support a complete manipulator. 

The GCS first link mechanically the tool with the base device; a set of front mating 

connectors link then the used devices with the power supply and control cabinets once the 

flange  is connected/locked. For bigger flexibility and to reduce at the same time the number 

and dimensions of positioner/manipulator all devices have a GCS on their base, to connect 

the manipulator/positioner to the crane, and a 2nd smaller unit to connect the 

positioner/manipulator to its tool. In other words: 

 Main GCS between overhead crane boom and PKM/CMS rated preliminarily 

for 3300 kg; 

 Secondary GCS between PKM and grippers, rated for 1200 kg; 

 Tool GCS between CMS tool plate and tools, rated for 30 kg. 
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Figure 92- Example of support system for RHE and tools. The mast with a GCS connection can attach all the tools. 

Preliminary verification made on commercial off the shelf flange shown that a limited 

intervention on material could be needed to have a "rad hard' rated flange (typically 

elastomers, plastic and grease). 

Following picture shows the commercial version of a high load GCS (1350 kg nominal 

load) with no electrical connection shown (electrical modules can be connected on the GCS 

sides) 

Commercial tools from industrial companies have been evaluated and one selected from 

ATI Industrial Automation. 

 

Figure 93 - Gripper Change System (GCS) 

Male (fixed) flange 

Female (removable) flange 
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Figure 94 – Dimensions of Mast Gripper Change System (GCS) 

Another relevant advantage of the GCS geometrical configuration is the misalignment 

tolerance in the GCS docking. 

 

3) Combined Manipulator System (CMS) 
As there is known, CMS are located in the Access Cell fixed on a telescopic mast of the ACMC 

in order to perform maintenance tasks inside this cell. This section tries to explain the main 

characteristics and requirements of the servo-manipulators and also will show the different 

layout proposed. 

First of all it is important to know that telescopic mast helps to move the servo-manipulators 

across two positions: owing to the extension and retraction of a number of tubes as shown in 

Figure 7. When it is completely extended, the manipulator can reach the upper area of the room 

with a comfortable position and the desired height. But once the operation is finished, the mast 

telescopic with the servo-manipulator must have a retracted position since this is the rest 

position for the manipulator and it ensures safety. 

 

Figure 95 - a) Extension position; b) Retraction position. 
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Purposes 
To justify the importance of the manipulators, some of complex tasks that the manipulators 

have to carry out are described as follows [19]:  

 Connection of the cooling pipes of the LSP and check. 

 Installation of sealing gasket of the TCCP. 

 Removal of the pipes from the top of the HFTM. 

 Unplugging electric connections from PCP and others. 

 BP unbolting 

 Cleaning 

These tasks are delicate in radioactive environment and some of them require special tools. 

Unlike other radiation facilities as JET, Cutting, assembly and welding task are not allowed. 

Other methods to replace them must be implemented in DONES. It is also important to 

select the proper servo-manipulators to successfully perform the operation and grasp the 

components.  

 

Characteristics 
The Servo-Manipulators will be a Rad-hard force-reflecting master-slave servo-

manipulator, with a Grapple (if required). The robot shoulder will have a female GCS 

connection, in order to be attached directly to the Mast of the crane (without the PKM tool). 

 The servo-manipulator only attaches/couples specific light components and tools as 

bolting tool or gripper. These interfaces define the load capacity of the robotic arm. For 

this reason, the load capacity does not need to exceed 20-25 kg. Moreover, if the weight 

is low, the accuracy is greater. 

 7 Degrees of Freedom allows good manoeuvrability [45]. Less or more degrees of 

freedom in the robotic arm would be more complex to control or it cannot reach all points 

in the workspace. 

 The robotic arm cannot be hydraulic, because the fluid could be contaminated (depends 

of the fluid). Electric robotic arm is the proposal, the electric actuators present less 

problems in radioactive environment. It is only affected in electromagnetic 

environment. Nevertheless, it must prepare to withstand the radiation, and the electronic 

of the robotic arm must be rad hard or isolated outside the room (i.e: multiplexor 

proposal). Since, electronic it’s the most sensitive element of the robotic arm.  

 

Radiation resistance [45] [19] 

CMS Body and arm of the servo-manipulator, except the Gripper and cameras:  
Required max. gamma radiation dose: 500 Gy/h Required integral gamma dose 
resistance : 500 kGy  
 

CMS Gripper and end wrist:  
Required integral gamma dose resistance : 500 kGy Lifetime of the servo-manipulator 

would be 30 years, except for the gripper (also due to contamination), which will withstand 

at least 10 years  
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 The robot shoulder will be connected to a GCS trough a boom, preliminarily 2.6 m long, 

needed to correctly off-set the robot workspace with respect to the overhead crane boom 

and to reach outlet FDS for TA removal and flange cleaning. The general dimensions 

are showed below [45]:  

 

 

Figure 96 - 7DOF RBT general dimensions (with boom and GCS interface shown) 

 Because of the complex tasks that the manipulators have to carry out, it is important to 

select the proper servo-manipulators and also to include bilateral master-slave 

controllers. So, the operator has to precisely guide manipulators and properly perform 

the complex tasks. The control of the RH system is supervised from another room, 

where the operator guides the slave located in the Access Cell sending movement 

commands through a master device. Thus, the slave (servo-manipulator arm) provides 

an escalated force to the master system. 

 

 Particularly to obtain operator greater integrity in the environment irradiated with a 

calculated force that the slave can do in the room.  The slave (robotic arm) provides an 

escalated force to the master system, so the operator can feel the magnitude of the force 

that the robot has done [19]. 

Force reflection is necessary to provide haptic information about the interaction forces 

the robot is performing in the work area. There are two possibilities to measure forces:  

- Force sensor included in the end of the robotic arm and where it is shielded 

from the radiation.  

- Internal sensor of the robot actuation, which are less exposed to the 

environment.  

Nevertheless, the main problem is the radiation environment; it may affect the sensor 

readings. Electronic techniques and components rad Hard could minimize or remove 

this problem 

 

 The possibility of releasing the gripper with certain recovery/rescue operation shall be 

assured (by release of driving pressure, by help of another manipulator plus releasing 

mechanism, easy disassembling of the wrist joint, breaks, etc.). Also it is necessary the 

use of redundancy for recovery. 
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Mast Grapple 
Mast Grapple is a rad-hard gripper installed below the telescopic mast, and is fixed in the 

Access Cell Mast Crane with the aim of grasping, transporting, installing and removing 

medium weight components (<1 ton). 

This appendix could be used as an auxiliary gripper to the gripper of the robotic arm. 

Moreover it can hold some heavy components while performing teleoperation tasks, this is 

useful since manipulators usually have not a maximum payload compatible with many of 

the components in this kind of facilities with so heavy and large components. 

Layout 
There are different layouts of the CMS inside the Access Cell. Each of these configurations 

have single or multiple servo-manipulators with the specifications explained above: 

 Servo-Manipulator 

It is a single robotic arm attached to the Telescopic Mast of the ACMC by a GCS 

connection. The robotic arm is fixed to the telescopic mast in an elbow up configuration 

and can move in: the horizontal direction (X and Y axis) by the crane and vertically (Z 

axis) by the telescopic mast [17]. 

Figure 97 - Design of Mast Grapple 
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Figure 98 - Robotic arm 3D model [17] 

 

 Two twin ACMC Servo-manipulators: 

Two twin servo-manipulator fixed together and attached to the Mastil of the crane with 

a female GCS connection. The configuration of the arm is the same as in the previous 

layout, but with two arms as shown Figure X. The procedures with this two hands 

configuration is more natural for human being so the operator is able to perform the 

tasks more reliable and faster, affecting positively to costs and time reduction in 

maintenance periods. The inconvenience is the reduced space for two robotic arms in 

the Test Cell, this must be analysed with the last layout of Test Cell. [17] 

Figure 99 - 3D Design of the two twin servo-

manipulators configuration 
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 AC servo-manipulator over rails 

AC servo-manipulator is the robotic arm installed over the rails located on the floor of 

the Access Cell of TS. It can perform or support RH task in the Test Cell. The robotics 

arm has to have seven DoF that enables a wide mobility range and other 2 DoF of the 

mobile platform, moving along of X and Y axis. The characteristics of this manipulator 

are the same as the others but with an elbow down configuration as shown below  [17]: 

 

 

Figure 100 - Servo-manipulator over rails in the AC 

This configuration is being studied together with one of the two layouts above. This 

means that this configuration doesn´t replace the ACMC; It is a configuration that can 

work hand in hand with the ACMC and their tool/CMS. 

4) PKM tool 
PKM tool connected with the overhead of the telescopic mast crane allows dock different 

interfaces in its lower part, for example BP and TA gripper, which are expected to perform BP 

and TA (previously studied) removal/insertion tasks and which will be explained later. Figure 

101 displays the overview of PKM structure and it is possible to visualize the upper part where 

the PKM tool and telescopic mast crane are coupled. As we have said, the connection of the 

PKM tool with the Mast and the connection of the PKM tool with each gripper will be through 

GCS connection. 

Each PKM link will be based on a recirculating ball screw connected to a high performance 

brushless motor, an absolute position sensor and a force sensor for thrust measurement. 

Moreover, the kinematic structure of the PKM allows precise positioning of TA and BP in the 

space without needing crane repositioning [9]. So, the crane should approach the target position 

and the PKM should complete the task with no further crane motion.  
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Figure 101 - 3D Design of PKM element 

Purposes 
PKM tool has been created as an interchangeability interface with the goal of using the same 

crane and telescopic mast for several tasks and operations. Figure 102 and Figure 103 show 

how the crane attaches the PKM tool and then it can be coupled with several interfaces in 

order to perform different tasks as BP, TA and HFTM replacements. This avoids having 

different couplings for each interface. 

 

Figure 102 - Crane attached the PKM tool in the interface store [46]. 
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Figure 103 - Crane attached the BP gripper in the interface store with the PKM tool [46]. 

 

Requirements  

The PKM must follow the standard 6DoFs configuration of a Stewart platform: the upper 

frame is rigidly connected (by means of a Gripper Change System (GCS) with the overhead 

crane boom while the lower flange is connected to the upper one with 6 linear actuators in 

parallel [46]. 

- Preliminarily, each actuator has a nominal stroke of 1000 mm and a nominal thrust force 

of 20 KN (Max force actuator size 4 is kept as industrial equivalent reference). 

Manipulator parallel layout to ensure high stiffness and limit the potential 

conflicts/interferences with the TC structures/modules [46]. 

- Interfaces should have the same PKM connection that will be a GCS connection [46]. 

 

5) RH System above Accelerator System 
The layout of the AC is changing right now. The new AC maintenance room design tries to 

implement a new space above the Accelerator System and connected to the Test System. This 

section is going to explain the RH system to maintenance the components of the Accelerator 

System (specifically TIR-RIR area that is the new room). This system will contain a bridge 

crane structure to lift or handle heavy equipment, a servo-manipulator(s) to perform RH 

operation by a safe and reliable way and a trolley running on floor rails to transport components 

by Access Cell of AS and TS.  
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Figure 104 - New layout of Access Cell with the respective RH equipment. 

 

The design degree of these components is lower than the previous one. However, the 

components have similar features as the previous one and for these reasons this section will be 

smaller. 

HEAVY BRIDGE CRANE 
The aim of the crane is to lift heavy components such as the shielding plugs in the new 

room. It is a nuclear multi-rope double beam overhead crane, similar to the HROC, with 

some modifications due to the different dimensions of the cell and the different tasks that is 

designed for. Only these modifications will be explained; the rest of features are similar to 

HROC. 

 The critical part is the closing plug between both Access Cell rooms. In a first 

approximation the load capacity of the crane needs to be more than 120 ton in order to 

afford the replacement of the closing plug. However, the closing plug could be designed 

in more the one layer, but this depends of many things as the design and safety factors. 

If finally it is possible to split the plug, the requirements and the load capacity will be 

different for the crane. 

 The crane needs to be able of reaching all points in the room. The accepted design of 

the TIR-RIR area is a square room: 13570 x 13400 (Figure 105), so this means that the 

trolley of the bridge crane needs to be small enough for reaching the corners of the cell. 

In other words, the distance between the wall of the cell and the hoist needs to be smaller 

than the dimension of the smallest component that needs to be storage in the cell. 
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Figure 105 - New layout AC dimension without BD area (2017). 

 

 The rest of features, such as toughness capabilities, radiation resistance, recovery and 

rescue, DoF or precision and accuracy are similar to the HROC. However it is not sure 

the use of an auxiliary hoist. 

ROBOTIC SYSTEM TROLLEY BASED 
The aim of this servo-manipulator is to help in complex tasks such as put and/or remove 

union elements between shields or help in others maintenance operations. After some 

discussion about the layout of this manipulator, the most reliable one is a trolley based over 

rails similar to the one that was explained in the previous section. 

There are some commercial solutions about robotic linear motion systems with a precisely 

accuracy also for nuclear environments but with a handicap of space. In this case the space 

is the best and a trolley based robotic system is the accepted solution. Some hard 

requirements need to be studied before design the system: 

 The rails need to be small enough and without any interference between this rails and 

other components temporarily stored. To allow the correct storage of components, the 

rails will be accommodated in grooves on the floor of the access cell so that the top side 

of the rails will be levelled with the floor of the cell. 

 The rails include a means by which to deploy the servo-manipulator into the Access 

Cell. If the floor height is levelled in both cells, a simple rail connection is enough. 

However, the shape of the shield between both rooms has to be studied. 

 The servo-manipulator will be capable of reaching all points into the cell, so the rails 

will be composed of two parallel rail systems where the trolley will go through with 

same accuracy. 

 The servo-manipulator trolley based shared the rails with the floor mounted trolley (will 

be studied below). For this reason two intersections are necessary in order to allow the 

correct behaviour of both equipment. 
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Figure 106 - Rails over the new room of the Access Cell [6] 

Regarding to the servo-manipulator attached to the trolley, the main characteristic of 

this tool are the same as the one in the Access Cell. Some differences are explained 

below: 

 A “task module” for storage the RH tools and the components for 

installation/removal is necessary to be deployed with the servo-manipulator but with 

separate deployment systems, both of which would be independent from the main 

Heavy Bridge Crane in order to allow maximum versatility of the system and hence 

allow optimisation of the remote handling procedures to give short duration 

maintenance. 

 There will be no cutting or welding in the TIR, but could be some in the access cell 

located above the TIR. 

 The robotic arm will have six DoF that 

enable a wide mobility range and other 2 

DoF of the mobile platform, moving along 

of X and Y axis (through the rail 

intersections). The movement capacity of 

the trolley mast has to be studied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOOR MOUNTED TROLLEY 
The design of the Trolley is unknown. However there are some requirements that need to 

be studied. 

o It is not necessary to have 2 degrees of freedom. Only a rail capacity of change 

between both rail lines is necessary to manage the correct behaviour of the 

equipment. 

o The connection between the rails and the wheels need to be easy enough in order to 

remove/put the trolley with the big cranes (HROC or Heavy Bridge Crane). Also a 

Figure 107 – Robotic System T Sketch 
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connection system with the hook of the crane is required. This connection needs to 

be completely different from the trolley of the servo-manipulator due to the torque 

that the second one has to support. 
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